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PREFACE
"While all who work with Indians are fully conscious of the
growing problem of alcohol, we should reaffirm the conviction that
alcohol

~s

not a racial problem but rather a human problem of national

scope in which the Indians are caught uptt (27).
David W. Owl
Division of Missions
National Council of Churches
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the study
straddling the Continental Divide, from the Chuska Mountains to
the San Juan and Little Colorado rivers, mostly in Arizona, but partly
in New Mexico

~d

Utah, lies 23,574 square miles of desert; home to the

estimaterl75 to 90 thousand Navajo Indians.

Unable to more than eke

out a bare existence in a barren land where almost 30 acres of range are
needed to sustain one sheep, unprepared after generations of isolation
and neglect to leave this reservation for areas where a decend standard
of living can be had, the Navajos, since 1950, have been the object of
a "crash" program of rehabilitation by the United sta.tes Government
(40, p.131).
The Navaho-Hopi Long Range Rehabilitation Act, signed into law
by the President on April 19, 1950, has as objectives these goals: (a)
development of natur-u resources to make the Navajol individually and
collectively, economically self sufficient, (b) to r a ise health standards
so the physical well-being of these Indians will be more in line with
that enjoyed by the general population, (c) to educate the young so the,y
may grow into competent, constructive citizens, and (d) to r aise the
whole level of the tribe that, in time, they will be able to assume full

lNavajo is the original and preferred spelling, although Navaho
is also acceptable and widely used. The latter spelling is used only
in citations and quotes.
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responsibility for the management of their own affairs (10, p.l).
A subsidia~ goal of the educational objective . is to educate
young people to the extent that they will have sufficient social and
economic skill to make a successful adjustment to a community off-theresrvation, thus lessening the overpopulation on the reservation

(15, p.l).
As early as 1945, when the nation was emerging from World War
II and Navajos were returning to the reservation with increased desire

for education as a result of their experiences in the Armed Forces and
in war industries, the need for a special educational effort was
recognized by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Acting under the direction of the then Chief of the Branch of
Education, Dr. Willard W. Beatty, Dr. George A. Boyce, Director of Navajo
schools, and Mrs. Hildegard Thompson, Educational Specialist,2 gathered
a staff of elementary teachers, vocational teachers, teacher interpreters,
advisers,

dorrnito~

attendants, supervisors, principals, superintendents,

Navajo leaders, linguists, placement officers, Bureau personnel, and
other experts to begin working on a program specifically designed and
t ailored to meet the needs of Navajo education.

The work of this group

resulted in the Special Navajo Program and the publication of the
Minimum Essential Goals for the Special Five-Year Adolescent Navajo
Program (7 .1 •
The general objectives of the program are: (a) to enable adolescent Navajo, with little or no previous schooling, to become selfsupporting adults, (b) to interest them in becoming per.manent,

2nr. Beatty is now with UNESCO, Mrs. Thompson has succeeded him
as Chief, Branch of Education. Dr. Boyce is now an Educational
Specialist (General) on the Central staff.

3

constructive citizens in the regions where the schools are located, and

(cl

to provide each pupil with a useful skill for earning a living

(a,

p.l).
Children and young adults above the age of 13 were enrolled in

the program; some, in a few instances, were as old as 22 when first
enrolled.

The program was limited to five years of schooling because it

was felt that this was the maximum amount of time these enrollees would
be willing to spend in school.

A shorter period would not suffice to

meet their needs and a longer period would fail because of their natural
desires for employment income and home and family life (1, p.4).
A pilot program was started at the Sher.man Institute, Riverside,
California, in 1946 (29, p.3).

By the time the enabling legislation and

appropriations for the Navaho-Hopi Long Range Rehabilitation Program
were enacted by the Congress, the Bureau was ready to put the program
into large scale operation wherever seats were available.

A total of

ten Indian schools, which, in the main, had outlived their usefulness,
were refurbished and set into operation as Special Program Schools.

At

Brigham City, Utah, the abandoned installations of the Bushnell General
Hospital were converted into a boarding school for 2,150 stUdents.

The

school went into operation in December 1950 (30, p.2a).
Within a few years the program began to catch up with the backlog of over-age youths who were willing to accept the opportunity for
education.

A need was demonstrated to expand the program to provide

for children who were 12 or 13 years old and who had had little or no
previous schooling.

Working from the curriculum guide for the five-

year program, a six-year program was evolved to meet the needs of these
students (15, p.4).

Still later it became necessary to further expand
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the program to eight years to meet the needs of even younger students.
All of these programs were designed to graduate the students
with as much education as they could get before reaching an age where
they wuld no longer be content to remain in school , (usually this is
considered to be between their 18th and 20th birthdays.)

It was

reasoned that, since they would be eligible for permanent employment
after their 18th birthdays and that they would have a natural desire
to get a job and maintain a home and family, this age would be a
practical limit for their education whether the program made provision
for it or not (10, p.2).

It was kept in mind that the Navajos were not

completely "sold" on the idea of education and that most of those who
did come to school had as their aim "to get a job someplace" (9, p.5).
The Minimum Essential Goals for the Special Five-Year Adolescent
Navaho Program (7) and its oompanion volume, Minimum Essential Goals
~

Everyday Living in Indian Schools (16) describe the Special Five-

Year Program.

The other two programs are based on them, but since the

other programs have six or eight years to accomplish the work, other
goals have been added to enrich the offering.

These programs are

subject to periodic revisions (every two years to date) by those most
closely associated with the programs and the students: teachers, attendants, instructional aids (assistants), home economics and shop teachers,
placement officers, administrators, and educationists.

The major part

of the revision of the curriculum guides is done by classroom teachers.
The other specialists are called in for short periods to share their
experience and knowledge

(7, p.6). Lessons from past successes and

failures are incorporated into each revision of the goals.

The Special

Navajo Programs are dynamic; ever changing in themselves to meet the ever

5
changing needs of students in acculturating to the ever changing
demands of contemporar.y society.

1E!. Need f2£ 2

Study

As indicated by the foregoing paragraph, the Special Navajo
Programs are dynamic, chang:ing in tune to current conditions.
just for its own sake, is useless.

But change,

Unfortunately, many of the teachers

who do most of the work of revising the goals are to var.ying extents,
ignorant of

~ctual

conditions on the reservation -.nd of conditions in

the areas where the students are placed following graduation.

The

Special Navajo Programs are a bridge between life on the reservation
and a job and place in society. When classroom te.chers sit down to
revise the goals, not knowing from whence the students come, nor wither
they go, their work becomes a mere academic exercise.
effective, must have foundations based on

v~lid

Revisions, to be

need; not on what some-

one thinks is needed or desirable.
To illustrate, there is an anecdote which has been making the
rotUlds of the Indian Service for years.
When Mrs. Thompson was working with the group that
was writing the Minimum Essential Goals back :in 1945, she
took careful note of all the things which were suggested
for inclusion :in the goals. The objective of the group
was to write a set of functional goals. Suggestions were
made by teachers, administrators, and educational
specialists that gpals be included in the curriculum
guide to cover such diverse things as extracting square
roots, naming all the parts of speech, writing common
chemical equations, etc. One morning, before starting
he day· s work, Mrs. Thompson handed each of the conferees a test of ten questions based on their suggestions.
The tests were duly scored; the best mark being variously
reported at either five or seven right out of the ten.
Mrs. Thompson proved her point. Skills which were
not used frequently were not functional, and, therefore,
in a concentrated program it was best to stick closely
to the minimum essentials.
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Among the many needs of the Navajo youth is one which centers
around the problem of drinking alcoholic beverages.

This specific need

causes much concern on the part of those working in the Special Navajo
Program.

Knowledge on the subject of "drinking" is a functional need

for the students of the Intennountain School, and goals relating to
drinking are included here and there in the curriculum guides for the
Special Navajo Programs.

(See Chapter III,

Ta~le

1).

Drinking, by students and graduates, is one area which is discussed frequently with grave concern by teachers, and others working
with the students, because there are reports of some instances of
stUdents who become intoxicated while at school or when placed on jobs
during the sununer between the junior and senior years.

On occasions,

reports of drinking incidents involving graduates also get back to the
cmnpus.

Interpretation of just what is meant by "drinking" and a

"drinking problem" varies in the same extent as the number of persons
discussing the subject.
Seldon D. Bacon of Yale has pointed out that the whole question
of drinking in the United States is so enmeshed in superstition, folklore, misinformation, and misinterpretation that accurate knowledge is
rare and often difficult to obtain (32, p.ll).
Nowadays, you can hear people jest, uI've made up
confuse me with facts." (l2, p.32).

my

mind.

Don't

This certainly applies to opinions

many people cling to regarding alcohol.
Artemus Ward in defining ignorance put it another way, "Igno rance
does not mean not knowing the answers but knowing so many things that
just ain't so" (4, p.30l).
Teachers, and others, working with the program may well fall into
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ethnocentrism when it comes to writing the goals on drinking.

Attitudes

and habits of thinking on their parts are influenc ed by many factors:
their socio-economic origins, their religious upbringing, and the experiences of their own youth, which in many cases would date back to
the immediate post-prohibition era.

In other words, teachers working

on curriculum revisions may let their personal feelings and prejudices
influence their determination of what is and what is not a functional
goal when it comes to teaching what concerns the use of alcohol.
In his study on sex, Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey pointed out a

parallel situation with regard to the courts and certain offenses:

"In sex cases the decisions of the judge on the bench are often determined by the mores of the group from which he originated" (19, p.365).
Teacher committees detailed to review, evaluate, and revise the
goals and curriculum guides for the Special Navajo Program need up to
date, objective information to serve as a framework of reference in
their assignments.

The need for this type of information has been felt

and sorely missed in evaluating many areas of the Special Program curriculum.

This study deals with only one such area: drinking.
During the course of this study considerable interest in the

findings and in the general subject of drinking by the students has been
evidenced.

Since it is hoped that this study will be of some practical

use, and will be used, a considerable amount of the material and
references included in the study have been so included for the benefit
of the readers.

Requests for information included in this study have

come from sources both in and out of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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~

Problem

Origin of the study
At the time a study in the

b~ad

area of Curriculum was consi-

dered by the writer, the advice of Dr. George A. Boyce, then Superintendent of the Inter.mountain School, was sought.

Several areas of promise

and several types of investigation were suggested that would be in the
interest of the Government and the Special Navajo Programs.

A study of

how well the program was reaching the students with regard to drinking
was one suggestion.
A prelimin.ry survey of the literature indicated that this was
one field th-.t was relatively untouched.

Discussions with

m~

people

working in various phases of the programs indicated a wide range of
opinion concerning the relative importance attached to drinking as a
factor in the adjustment of students to their environment following
graduation.
The problem stated
How effective are the Special Navajo Programs in meeting the
needs of the students at the Intermountain School with regard to their
use of alcoholic beverages?
The Pro cedure
To determine the effectiveness of the Special Programs in meeting the needs of the students, the following steps were undertaken:
First, to find our what is to be taught.

This was accomplished

by surveying the literature of the Special Programs and identifying the
go~ls

relating to the use of alcoholic beverages.

dormitor,y living curriculum was also studied.

The guide for the
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Second, t wo surveys were made to determine just what is being
t aught.

One survey was directed to the classroom teachers, the other to

the religious educ ation workers who shL.W re in the responsibility for this
type of educat i on.
- Thi r d, based on statements made by te achers and statements published in materials used in the instructional program, a questionnaire
of 70

~uestions

was made up and presented to a group of students at the

pre-vocGltional levels and to a group of boys who were just about to
graduate from the school.

A separate study was made to determine if the

reading material contained in the questionnaire was of a level that was
intelligible to the boys who were asked to respond; the effort was made
to rule out the probability of guesswork from the responses where the
material would appear to be too difficult to read with understanding.
Fourth, one year following gradua tion the Seniors mentioned above
were surveyed to determine how well they performed when out in a community with r egard to drinking .
In addition to these direct surveys the litera ture was surveyed

to determine what is known authoritative a bout the place of drinking to
adolescents, and the current drinking practices of the Navajo.
Questions r el nting to statements made concerning Nava jo drinking practices were included in the questionna ire given both groups of stUdents.

!

Drinking Problem Exists Among Adolescent Navajos

To establish that a problem of drinking exists among adolescent
Navajos has been the most difficult phase of this study.

There has been

a paucity of authoritative stat ements published that deal directly with
the situation.
In

1956 a special commission to study a lcoholism among Indians
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made its report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington (38).
One result of their report was the exploration of the possibility of
mru(ing an intensive study in a limited area of environmental and
psychological factors contributing to alcoholism among Indians.

The

conclusions of this study have not yet been made public.
Mrs. Annie D. Wauneka, Chairman of the Committee on

He~th

and

Welfare of the Navajo Tribal Council stated to the United Press in
Albuquerque'", on January 8, 1959, "Alcohol has replaced tuberculosis as
the chief killer among Navajo Indians. 1I
This writer has discussed the adolescent Navajo drinking situation with a number of tribal and governmental authorities, all of whom,
in privqJ,te conversations, sustain Mrs. Wauneka l s statement.
The authorities explain that this statement means that alcohol
and its concomitant effects are now responsible for more deaths yearly

among the Navajos than any other single cause.

Accidents, primarily

vehicular or pedestrian, made up the greatest percentage of deaths
attributable to alcohol.

Exposure, freezing, negligence, abandonment

of inf5l.nts, and manslaughter are among the other causes of death which
can be blamed, in the final analysis, on alcohol.
Medical authorities state that among Navajos, up until the
present, few deaths can be
on the human body.

~ttributed

to the direct effects of alcohol

Acute alcoholic poisoning is seldom seen since the

Navajos generalV prefer beverages like wine or beer which h.ve less
than 25 percent alcohol by volume.

Chirrosis of the liver and other

such degenerative ailments have not yet had sufficient time to

t~e

their toll; this is particularly true in the case of the adolescents
with whom this study is mainly concerned.
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A number of deaths have occured as the result of the ingestion
of wood or denatured alcohol.
Malnutrition and self neglect as the results of drinking are
evident factors in many deaths where dise.se is present.
The following noteworthy incident was reported by several individuals as indicating the effect of drinking by adolescent youth.
Two boys had been inseparable friends from childhood.
ment to different schools parted them for the first time.

As sign-

Vfuen they

were reunited following their year of separation they decided to
celebrate.

One youth sold his father's saddle and used the proceeds to

purchase wine.
fighting.

Intoxication followed which in turn was followed by

Today one boy lies in a cemetery on the reservation while the

other is in state prison as a murderer still trying to remember what it
was which made him so angry that he knifed his best friend.

To these

boys drinking had indeed become a problem.
The problem of drinking has long been recognized at the Intermountain School.

In May of 1956 a workshop was held dealing with

medical and health problems.
Fleischm~,

facility.

The workshop was led by Morris S.

M. D. and George B. Franzel, M. D _, of the school medical
This workshop was attended by teachers from the several

academic departments, the guidance departments, the vocational departments, and the other varied activities of the school.

In the report which was m-.de to the Superintendent the following
recommendation was

m~e:

We think that in the first year, referring mostly
to the five and six-year programs and those students of
similar age groups (1l-14) that ground work should be
started on sanitation, infant care, and the problems of
alcoholism.

l2

To date some progress is being made in the direction of the
recommendations made by the workshop.

The most recent revision of the

six-year program now includes goals at each level relating to the use
of alcoholic beverages.
In addition to the evidences offered above to indicate that
drinking is a problem to adolescent Navajos it must be kept in mind
that drinking is an indication of an emotional problem, as will be shown
in the review of literature.

Dr. Robert L. Leon, Assistant Professor

of Psychiatry, University of Texas, Southwestern Medical School (21,

p.4)

in addressing the Workshop on Nursing in the School Health Program. held

by the Division of Indicm Health Nurses at Albuquerque in June 1958
st ~ted

tha t 100 percent of the students enrolled in government

bo~ding

schools suffer severe emotional distress by the very f act of separation
from their parents.

Some of the causes of drinking therefore are in-

herent in the f act that this number of students is being educated and
prepared for a pl ace in society in the most expeditiol.5manner.
Delimitations
On the basis of reliable information supplied by members of the
Girls' Guidance Staff and. the Home Economics Staff that incidents of
drinking among girls were so infrequent as to be insignificamt, this
study had been devoted entirely to boys.
This study is confined to the Intermountain School and to the
Navajo boys who are enrolled in the Special Programs at this school.
No attempt is made to determine the sources of learning
relating to the use of alcoholic beverages.

Rather, an attempt is made

to find out what is being taught the boys from a variety of sources and
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to evaluate how much is le rned during the critic al vocational years
when the boys can see completion of their progrruns and gr aduatiDn just
~heGil.d

of them.

It is kept in mind that much of

th~

learning regarding

drinking is incidental and vicarious learning.
In making the surveys of the boys, the younger, pre-vocational

boys were not a ccepted a s subjects if their standard reading score was
below that of the lowest achievement among the Seniors surveyed.
The surveys of the boys are based directly on

st~tements

made

either by the classroom or religious instruction teachers or on sta tements ma.de in the literature.

No attempt is made to pass on the

v alidity of any of these statements.
The experimental group
The information in this study obtained from students was
gathered from two groups.

First, a group of 100 Seniors who

voluntarily in the early spring of 1956.

p~rticipated

The boys in this group were

all from either the five or six-yea r program.

The eight-year program

had not been in effect long enough at this time to have produced any
students at this level.

The second group of pre-voc tional students

who participated were likewise

~l

volunteers.

limited to make the two groups comparable.
the third year of the five-ye ar

progr~,

Their number w.s

These boys were all in either

fourth year of the six-year

program, or the fifth year of the eight-year program.
The

te~ chers

covered in the

sur~

questioning wh t is actually

taught in the cla ssroom were limited to those te.chers who had had as
students the Senior boys who participated in the survey.

~

~

Sources of Information

Since this study de als primarily with the effectiveness of the
Special Programs the primar y sources of information is the curriculum
guide for the programs and other government documents which outline,
describe, or interpret the program.
Information concerning drinking in general

con~s

mainly from

publications of the Yale University Depa rtment of Applied Psychology.
The Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs has been the
source of much of the information on the present status of drinking
among the Navajos.
The writer ha s also had numerous opportunities to discuss this
study and this problem with government
the Navajo Tribal Council.

offici~ls

and ranking members of
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There is an abundance of literature available upon the subject
of drinking.

It ranges all the way from the tracts and pamphlets of

the so-called temperance, i.e. prohibitionists, societies, to seemingly
learned treatises on elderly Corvus brachyrhynchos, few of which display
sufficient objectivity to be of value in this study.

One source in

particular stands out, although it is by no means the only source, and
that is the Yale University School of Studies on Alcohol of the
Laborator,y of Applied Biodynamics under the Department of Psychology,
which leads the field in authoritative writings on alcohol.

Most of

the writers in the field, who are sufficiently objective to be considered
in this study, are associated, either directly or indirectly, with one
of the organizational branches mentioned above at Yale University.
Indians and Drinking
Environmental factors conducive to drinking
Considerations of climate and environment influence whether or
not a people discover and use alcoholic beverages.
The plentitude or scarcity of alcohol-producing
agents has had a marked effect on whether or not a
society manufactures intoxicating beverages.
In areas where corn or other grains or fruit
were in excess of immediate demands of the people
these materials were converted to mash and allowed
to ferment. When the entire brewing process was
completed the entire community could celebrate
their good fortune by all becoming drunk.
Since corn was plentiful on the American frontier
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of the late eighteenth century, and it was a long way
to markets, particularly with bulky loads of corn or
grain which were subject to spoilage due to rain or
infestation en route, many farmers preferred to convert
their grain into whiskey which could be transported
great distances with considerably less risk and for
which there was a good demand in the market places.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the manufacturing
and distilling of spirits was one of the foremost
industries of the frontier at that period. (28, p.162) .
Subsistence economy among Indians
The Navajos have been a semi-nomadic people since their arrival
in the Southwest from Asia via the Bering Straits, Lake Athabaska route.

Prior to the coming of the Spanish, who brought with them the sheep,
which are to this day the mainstay of the Navajo economy, the Navajos
were seed gatherers and hunters.

Seldom did they have more than a few

days' surplus supply of food on hand.

Food gathered was needed imme-

diately and none was left over for brewing.
The foremost study of Navajo culture was made by Dr. Ruth
Underhill.

This is how she described their fight for sustenance.

The whole f.unily put in its time from day to day
in getting enough to eat. They had to travel long
distances and to wait many months for the different
kinds of food. Berries might be ripe in one place in
what we call July, then seeds in a very different
place in August. Animals were fat in the autwnn, so
that was the only good time for big hunting expeditions. Of course they "jerked" the meat and dried
the fruit but there was rarely enough to last all
winter. Old stories sometimes speak of people dying
of starvation. (35, p.55)
Brewing or fermenting be erages requires both time and
during the process.

It also requires the presence of fruits or grains

containing enough sugars or starches to ferment.
on all three counts.

~obility

The Navajos lost out

When they did have a small surplus of food it could

be preserved by drying in the sun or

tt

jerking" it over a fire.

Food
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thus preserved lost much of its weight and could be transported more
easily; especially before the Navajos acquired horses.
Not once in her book does Miss Underhill mention the use of
alcohol or of any fermented beverage by the Navajos before the coming
of the white men.
tradition.

Drinking was not a part of the Navajo culture or

No provision was made for it in their religion.

Therefore,

when liquor came with the white men, the Navajos were confronted with a
custom totally alien to their way of life.
Drink introduced

El

white

They were unprepared for it.

~

Much Indian culture was shared between tribes.

The Navajos

learned pottery from the Zuni, weaving from the Hopi, and sheep herding
from the Pueblos.

They learned drinking from the white men.

History

indicated that all Indians learned to drink, and got their drink from
the white men.
Colonial assemblies regulated the sale of beer
and rum to Indians. Indeed, the word "Manhattan" is
derived from a corruption of a sentence in the
Delaware language meaning, "Here we got drunk",
referring to their first experience with this hospitalityof Hendrik Hudson.(2B, p.293)
Early legislation
From the earliest Colonial days laws have been enacted to
regulate or prohibit the sale of liquor to the Indians.

Note that it

is the sale to Indians which was the subject of legislation; no mention
is made anywhere of any attempt to regulate the manufacture of liquor
by Indians.

In God-fearing Plymouth, the

sufficient to prohibit

It • • •

Pilgr~

Fathers thought it

the sale of rum to Indians" (37, p.17).

Wise Indian leaders recognized dangers in drinking and urged
laws restricting the sale of liquor.

Again, this would indicate that

lS
prohibition of sales was thought to be enough to curb

~buses.

Mamy laws have been made when Indians requested
them. The (Feder~) l aw which prohibits the sale of
liquor to Indians was enacted by the Congress in lS02,
after Indi~s had requested it. (37, p.lS)
states pca1.ssed their own regul.. tory laws.

At one time the sale of

ftfirewaterlt3 to Indians was prohibited :in sixteen states (2S, p.300).
The Federal prohibory legislation
Public Law 277 on August 15,1953 (13).

w~s

repealed by passage of

Since then the states have also

repealed their legislation.
Who is .!£! Indian
With increa sing

intennarr~ge

and acculturation,

11

shedding the

blqmket ll , it has become more and more difficult to say just who is and
who isn't an Indian.

Persons having one full-blooded grandparent

~re

carried on the rolls of the Navajo tribe at window Rock, Arizona.
Persons with less Nava jo blood are not colUlted; this is the distinction
made in most tribes.
Biological Indians .
~ re

Indians of one-fourth degree of blood are called
There is also a distinction m de

called Cultural IndioSU1s.

rel ~tive

to what

All Indians are, per se, Biological

Indians, but as a result of acculturation and assimil.tion increasing
'numbers of Indi ns are no longer Cultural Indians.

Outstemding ex-.m.ples

of Biological,' but not Cultural Indians are Charles ItChief" Bender of
the Philadelphia Athletic fame, Maria Tallchief of the Ballet Russe,
and Will Rogers.

Many persons of Indian blood have assimilated themselves

into the general population and are no longer considered to be Indians

3In early d ys to determine if trade whiskey was of good quality
the Indians would pour a sma~l amount on the ground and touch it with
firebrands; if it ignited it was good firewater.
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either by the rest of the public or by the selves .

In this study the

term Indian refers to the Cultural Indian who by language, dress,
custom, and social orientation maintains his identity ",lith a tribe.
Today, enforcement of liquor l aws which apply only to Indians
becomes discriminatory and difficult to enforce when the absence of
feathers makes it difficult to identify Indians.

Baird

(4, p.300) asks,

"Can you tell by looking at a man whether he is an Indian or not?"
Cultural cla sh: .! cause

.£f

drinking

Transition from one culture to another is one of the basic
causes underlying drinking among Indians.
The basic causes for drinking by Indians are no
different from these affecting the non-Indians. A
recent authoritative work states:
Motivation underlies the use of
alcoholic beverages. People who take one
drink or a dozen are seeking and finding
a satisfaction or pseudo-satisfuction for
some personal need. (McCarthy, Raymond G.
and Douglas, Edgar M., Alcohol and Social
Responsibility. New York: Cromwell, 1949,
p.l?).
Among the important motivations are conformity,
faciliation of sociability, modifying reality, and
mitigation of illness. With the Indian as with the
non-Indian, the motivation of modifying reality would
appear to be the most important. The use of alcohol
is common anmng persons with emotionally disturbed
backgrounds and lives filled with frustrations and
dis appointments. In these cases alcohol emerges as
a "convenience crutch", and eventually a stage is
reached when the fantasy world of intoxication is
preferable to the real world of sobriety. (14, p.?l)
A slightly different light is thrown on this thesis by Donald
Horton, an Assistant in Anthropology at Yale.
Most non-Europeans when having the opportunity
to drink, drink to the point of intoxication. Beset
by enemies; natural, mortal, and supernatural,
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exhausted by attempts to maintain a IIkl.rginal standard
of living he turns to alcohol for relief of anxieties
and fatigue. Much the same could be said for
Europeans who suffer from anxiety and fatigue arising
from conditions of parallel nature.
You can take an American Indian, put him in a
mssion school, and make him psychologically - and in
ter.ms of all his habits, in everything except his
actual physical appearance - into an American, and
of course this is being done all of the time. {28, p.157)
It is unfortunate that in this instance Horton singled out the
mission schools.

Federally operated schools and public schools through-

out the Indian country are doing the same thing.
Diesocialization
Seldon D. Bacon, Director of the School of Studies on Alcohol
at Yale University, summed up much of what is now known about drinking
for the Council on Mental Health of the American Medical Association.
The following excerpts are from his article.
The problem of alcohol must be viewed in its
socio-cultural background.
One person may take on a culture in an unbalanced, even twisted fashion, with excessive
anxieties and guilts at one point and with apparent
minimal aspirations at another point - dissocialized.
(3, p.178) .
Alcohol diminishes awareness of environment
Drinking is one recourse for escape from an intolerable situation.

By blurring the senses relief is achieved for a little while,

at least.
Alcohol is an anesthetic or depressant and its
action is approximately the same on all human central
nervous systems; it is usually described as reducing
the speed and accuracy of perception, slowing down
reaction time, and diminishing tensions, anxieties
and inhibitions. These functions however may have
markedly different impact upon differing personalitie~
( ib id ., p .180) .

2l

Alcoholism
More and more, the medical profession is coming to the view
that alcoholism is merely a symptom of some much more serious underlying
maladjustment.

Unfortunately, this scientific view is not shared by

the various "Temperance tt organizations.
The use of alcohol does not cause alcoholism
since it is observed that only a small percentage of
users (well under 10 percent) ever become alcoholics.
The fact that many unhappy, neurotic, or maladjusted
persons use alcohol beverages and do not become
alcoholics suggests that an etiology more specific
than the commonly ascribed (and vaguely defined)
psychological anomaly or maladjustment must be
sought. (ibid., p.180
Drinking:

~

avenue of rebellion

Recourse to drinking as an act of rebellion against society or
family is a fairly common thing.

The youth who wishes to display his

dissatisfaction with his family or surroundings often finds drink a
dramatic way of expressing his dissatisfaction; in addition, drink is
easily accessible in most areas.
Bacon studies four groups:

Protestants "With 12 or more years of

education living in the Northeast, Orthodox Jews living in the Northeast,
Indians in Mexico, and Mormons in Utah.
used as a nonn.

The educated Protestants were

They drank frequently, but seldom to excess.

drinking was censured throughout the entire group.

Excessive

Drunkenness was not

considered "smart" by the young people in rebellion against their
culture.

The Jews drank nnre

frequent~

but in 5maller quantities.

They used wine ritualistically and considered intoxication to be
sacrilegious.

The Mexican Indians, adult and child, drank infrequently

but would stage "binges" for the whole tribe lasting several days - until
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the liquor was all consumed.

The Mormons drank the least of all, except

the defiant young:
Among the Mormons in Utah, drinking is an avenue
of rebellion for a young person (perhaps as much as
54 percent of the men and 23 percent of the women) who
strongly rejects the controls of parents, church,
neighbors, and the like, but unequipped with rules
other than outright, undeviating total abstinence,
without models 3 sanctioning agents~ realistic
knowledge, and appropriate restraints or directions
from related institutions about drinking, but fully
equipped' with rebelliousness, many guilt feelings,
anxieties, and a compulsion to impress non-Mormons,
runs a very real and seriousness danger of becoming
alcoholics. (ibid., p.180)
4

In mcmy respects in the paragraph above it Y\Ould be just as easy
to insert "Indians" for "Mormons", as the whole history of society's
concern with Indian drinking has been a requirement of an expected record
of t1outright, undeviating, total abstinence on the part of the Indians
themselves with legislation only to prohibit sales.

The only exception

to this attitude has been those who stood to profit from the Indian
liquor trade.

The Indians themselves have suffered from not having,

gmodels, sanctioning agents, realistic knowledge, and appropriate
restraints or djrections from related institutions ill •

Indians have

suffered tI guilt feelings, anxieties, and a compulsion to impress nonIndians".

The Indians own institutions make no provisions for strong

drink and so the problem 9 to Indians, becomes amoral.
Race not a factor
--Allegations that Indians become intoxicated more readily than
other people are common o

If you listen attentively for a long enough

period you will also hear that Poles and Slivovitz should not be mixed,
that Germans are particularly susceptible to schnapps, that most
Frenchmen are intoxicated most of the time, that all Japanese should be
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kept at a distance from sake, and that all sailors get drunk within a
few minutes after getting asmre.

These sweeping generalizations re-

garding the drinking habits of any identifiable group are probably
just as valid as any broad generalization on any subject.
The American Indian is alleged to be susceptible
to alcohol, to show uncontrolled and dangerous
behavior when intoxicated and to develop readily a
craving for alcohol and chronic alcoholism. Scientific
literature does not seem to offer proof for this
assumption which has led to far reaching bias and
stringent laws.
There are no indications from direct observation
that the American Indian is more susceptible to
alcohol than other inhabitants of the United States.
The behavior when intoxicated is an accepted uncontrolled behavior and essentially the same as found
in other groups of our population, especially the
late adolescents. There is no indication that it is
related to special constitutional factors. Differences
between the reactions of American Indians and other
inhabitants of this country seem to depend on
sociologic and not racial factors.(14, p.72
Sociological factors
The University of South Dakota in a study of drinking to relation to crime among the Sioux reported
There appears to be contributing causes to the
prevalence of drinking among Indians: (1) the lack
of experience with the use of alcohol, (2) the previous
illegality of sale which accustomed the Indian to
quick, heavy drinking, (3) the natural friendliness of
the Indian and his willingness to be led, and (4) his
idleness 3 occasioned by the
sence ·of suitable job
opportunities.(ibid., po72 ,
Indians, for financial re '" ons, are inclined to confine their
drinking to Cheap wine and beer, and some prefer to mix the two.
are called ttwinos ll (ibid., po73).
Over and over again the point was made to the
research team tha t crime (see below) is a result, not
a cause, and that the conditions that produce crime
are ordinarily those over which the accused has any
control. It was further urged that once social and

Addicts
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economic conditions are improved on the reservations,
Indian crime rates~ both on and off the reservations,
will be improved.
Crimes connected with the consumption of alcoholic
beverages account for a majority of Indian arrests.
In the municipalities surveyed in July of 1956, 92% of
the arrests were for such offenses. (ibid., pp.75-44) .
Indian personality types
Bacon stated that drinking has
differing personalities" (3, p.178).

It • • •

different impact on

George Boyce gives a thumbnail

characterization of some of the differing Indian personality types as
personified by certain tribes.
Johnny No. lIs problems are very different from
Johnny No.2. Geography and history make the man.
One Johnny is a non-competitive Zuni. Singling him
out • • • drives him into reverse.
Johnny No.3 is Cheyenne. His people are off
wandering somewhere. They will sell their furniture
today; move on to live with relatives when they get
broke.
There are m~y diffefent kinds of Johnnys.
Johnny, the tense, studious Cherokee. Johnny, the
easygoing placid Papago. Johnny~ the gay Comanche,
the affable Choctaw, the hesitant Seminole, the
defiant Apache • • • or Johnny the Navaho. But which
Navaho? The one from Lukachukai where old-time Navaho
life remains fairly stabilized? • • • Or is it Johnny
from North of Huerfano? From that area where Navaho
and Mexican come in close clash? Where poverty is
extreme, where most of the people go off to work in
the carrot harvest? Where there are so many orphans?
It is trite to those who know to remark that
backgrounds vary from tribe to tribe as much as from
nation to nation among the whites.(ll, pp.25-57)
Despite the variance in personality types it is still evident
that, when an Indian comes up against a different culture, he will meet
a set of serious problems which he must face, reject, or avoid.
Navajos and Drinking
The extent cf drinking among the Navajos is difficult to assess.
The newsp_per files in the town close to the reservation would indicate
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that it is a serious problem.

Yet, of approximately 80,000 Navajos only

a small percentage live within easy access to liquor vendors.

Those who

live in remote areas may get to town only once or twice a year and often
less frequently.
wo~d

Drunkenness by such a family at widely spaced intervals

not necessarily indicate a serious problem.
All the while the small "drunk tanks" in Gallup and Fannington,

New
to

Mexico~ Flagstaff~

overflowing~

Arizona, and Cortez, Colorado are filled, almost

many thousands of Navajos are at home caring for their

stock, weaving rugs, silversmithing, participating in ancient and sacred
rites, or instructing children in the collective wisdom of many generations.

The actions of Navajos who com.e into contact with the Ilwhite

civilization" can hardly be construed to be typical of all Navajos at
all times.

But it is in this area of contact for graduates of the

Special Program that this study concerns itself.
The most comprehensive report, to date, on drinking among the
Navajos was made by the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs.
is a group of

people~

This

Indian and non-Indian, who concern themselves with

the problems which face all the Indian peoples of the Southwest.

The

report is too lengthy to include in full, but these are some of the outstanding observations:
A national problem

Alcoholism is a national problem, and a nation that
takes more pride in the number of its automobiles,
refrigerators, television sets, and telephones than it
takes in the mental and physical fitness of its citizens
is not likely to take the trouble to demand stricter
enforcement of liquor laws or to resist the liquor
/ lobbyists as they operate in the various legislatures.
(24~ p.7)
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Antagonism
This~ "Christian diversion , unknown to the Turk or
Persian" , is responsible for many enemies of Christianity
among Indians and has caused many of the old-time Navahos
and Pueblos to resist all efforts of the mEsionaries to
win them over. The White Man represents Christianity and
the Vvrhite Man brought liquor to the Indi@!ls. The Christian
nations have promoted the consumption of alcohol in Europe
and in North and South America. It is big business
throughout Christiandom. (ibid., p.7)

Navajos:

social drinkers
The Navajo is a social drinker. \~en he comes to
town he is invited by fellow tribesmen to share their
bottle, and if he refuses he is taunted as being a
(ibid., p.2)
missionar.y •
0

•

Rapid consumption
Conditions made for surreptitious drinking, and
even if the impulse to guzzle were not present, fear
of being caught with liquor on the reservation causes
many to drain the bottle before reaching reservation
boundariee ~ ~ibid., p.2) .
Adjacent communities
Some think the Farmington situation worse than
Gallup, because wages are hiehero Uranium, gas, and
oi+ interests appear solely intent, observers say,
upon making what they can~ giving little thought to
concerted civic action that would bring improved conditions. The Indians say that the v rious religious
groups are competing with each other instead of
working tOGether, leaving much undone that could be
accomplished by joint action. An Indian center is
greatly needed in Farmington.
The "tank" (jail) is a disgrace to any cormnunity
and it is not suitable as detention quarters for the
worst derelicts s to say nothing of juveniles who must
be lodged there. When teen-age Navaho boys get drunk
and start fights, they are placed in the Chief's
office, but when he is called out, there is no alternative but to lock them up, otherwise, they would start
fighting again on the streets. (ibid., p.3) "

,
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Alcoholics
There are not, as yet, a large number of Indians
in the Southwes t showing clinical symptoms of dipsomania,
although there ~re many who could be cla ssified as ttbar
flies lt , ttjail drunks lt , or Itsteady drinkers lt • There are
some fifty to sixty Navaho Itbar flies" to be seen daily
in the Gallup saloons , unemployed, mooching drinks, a
nuisance, but not giving much trouble. It requires time
and money to "get the shakes lt and kindred symptoms.
(ibid., p.l)
~

abiding Indians
Indians are essentially law abiding people, conditioned by tradition to be respectful toward their
elders and all authority; and gradual breaking down
of old customs is leaving much misery and hurt, as
well as confusion in its wake. (ibid., p.3) I~

Drinking preference
The South Dakota study previously mentioned indicated for
economic reasons, most Indians (Sioux) preferred to drink sweet, cheap
wine.

The same preference is claimed for the Navajos.

Tokay or Mus-

catelJl sometimes called IISneaky Pete" is the corrmon drink among
derelicts, juvenile gangs, and others.

At the most, beer is 8 percent

alcohol by volume, the average being about 6 percent of less.

Wines

range from 10 to 16 percent alcohol while whiskey is anywhere from 40
to 50 percent alcohol, with the more expensive brands containing even
higher percentages.

The custom is to i ndicate the alcohol content of

whiskey in terms of "proof tt , proof being double the alcohol percentage;
thus 100 proof whiskey is 50 percent alcohol by volume.
Sweet, cheap wine is by far the most popular
drinkJl with whiskey a poor second and beer so far
behind as not to be worth mentioning o Even with a
system of liquor price control in New Mexico which
keeps up prices, a pint of wine can be bought for
seventy-five cents in the saloons (it costs more
from the bootleggers, of course), and the Navahos
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say th at if the price of coffee continues to climb,
wine will soon be the cheaper drink.(ibid., p.2)
The physiology of alcohol
The popula.rity of wine among those seeking intoxication is
readily understood when the rate of absorption of alcohol by the body
is understood o
Concentrations of alcohol of 50 percent or
greater exert depressant effect on absorption, a sort
of local narcosis. In addition, high concentrations
are irritating to the mucosa and evoke the secretion
of mucus which also delays absorption. But with
small concentrations of alcohol, below 10 percent,
absorption is again slowed by the low percentage of
alcohol in the total volume ingested. It would seem,
then, that concentrations of alcohol from 10 - 30
percent as found in wines and highballs provide the
most rapid rate of entrance of alcohol into the blood
stream.(17, p.138)
To avoid a hangover • • • don't drink too much
wine Wine contains, in addition to alcohol, tannic
acid, which causes the worst hangover effects of
alL ~39 ~ p.89) .. .
0

The whole family imbibes
Another factor which may, in part, account for the popularity
of sweet wine is its comparison with soda pop which is drunk in large
quantities by Indians.
Indians are fond of sweets and sweet drinks. In
the days before refrigerators were in general use on
the reservations, they drank 's oda pop just as it came.
The bottle was passed around the family circle so all
might enjoy it, and in some families the practice has
continued with wine. (24, p.3 . ,
Sale s to minor s
Indian children acquire a taste for wine at an
early age and have little difficulty in satisfying
their taste • • • with a force of seven, efforts
will be made to do preventive and educational work
along with law enforcement. This was the dream of
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George Kenote~ who repeatedly assailed the practice
of selling liquor to Indians as young as twelve or
thirteen in bars along the fringes of the reservations o On August 3rd (1956), six. law enforcement
officers from the Pueblo, Navaho and Apache reservations were deputized by Hilton Dickson, Chief of New
Mexicons Division of Liquor Control, to make arrests
when they saw laws violated.(25, p o 6)
Women and children jailed
Young children jailed along with parents develop without thinking of jail with a sense of stigma.
"Have you ever seen Gallup when the time c~e
for the bars to close? Have you ever been at the
jail at nine o'clock in the morning? Women and
children come out of there as well as men.
Indians. TheyOre not proud. If they were, they'd
be home, they' d be respectable people, wouldn't
they?" ~31, p.3)
Young children drinking
Drinking by very young children is reportedly on the increase.
Much could be written about the various aspects
of the educational program on the Navaho as well as
on other reservations in the Southwest, • • • the
riSing tide of juvenile delinquency due in many
instances to liquor and parental delinquency and in
others to the breakdown in local tribal authority
and the contempt of wayward youth for a generat£on
it has ceased to respect.
Some parents call for their children at the
school dormitories or at school in peripheral towns
and elsewhere and take them to town for a visit.
Sometimes the children are given wine to share with
their elders; school principals complain that on
occasions the children "go on a binge" with their
parents over the weekend. On visits to hogans to
ascertain why a child is absent, the school principal finds the family and neighbors sitting around,
drinking. The child didn't want to go to school
and he was no t required to do so.
One of the mission schools reported that until
this year , the few instances of drinking were confined
to high school students, but this year (1957) four in
the elementa~ grades were involved.
A recital of these problems is not to give the
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impression t hat the Navaho people are all in ell. constant
state of i nto xi c ation~ for such a distortion would be
an absurdity . The only rea son f or mentioning it is
to point out that t he liquor problem is a very
serious one and that this and others make the course
of Navaho educ ation much more rugged than the casual
re nder would gleam from the reports. (18, p.3)
Adoles cents and Drinking
The adolescent period defined
To delimit adolescence it is best to have recourse to an
expert.

Paul H. Landis ha s defined it. this way:
Chronologically, the adolescent-youth group is
made up of persons twelve to 24 years of age;
psychologically~ of those terminating a prolonged
period of infancy; sociologically, of those who are
trying to bridge the gap between dependent childhood
and self- sufficient adulthood. Childhood from a
social viewpoint , is that period in life when
society, usually the family, assumes full responsibility for oneus conduct, support, and guidance;
adulthood, the period when the i ndividual is responsible for his o\v.n conduct, support, and choices.
Viewed from the sociological perspective,
adolescence and youth comprise that period in life
when the individual is in process of transfer from
the dependent, irresponsible age of childhood to
the self- reliant 3 responsible age of adulthood; the
uncert ain period when the parent s begin to relax
their hold and shift responsibility from their own
shoulders to those of their offspring and during
which the maturing child seeks new freedom and in
finding it becomes accountable to society. It may
be a period of social crisis, a prolonged siege of
agonizing adjustment, which tests the mettle of
the initiate , sometimes le aving him broken and
defeated; or conversely, it may introduce the individual to no major social decisions and challenge
him with few problems of social adjustment. (20, p.21)

~

report .£!! juvenile drinking
Beginning in 1946, the City of Detroit, in conjunction with

Wayne University, has studied teen-age drinking with a view of forecasting future needs in terms of treatment facilities for alcoholics and
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prison f acilities for more serious offenders.

Their conclusions seem to

summarize other less exhaustive studies elsewhere.
The re sults of the compa rative study and the
follow- up study seem to converge upon one major
finding; adolescents known to be involved in
episodes of drunkenness are much the same as
youngsters who engage in other juvenile offenses.
(See above~ poS)o On the basis of interviews, we
received the distinct impression that many of these
young people enjoy defying adultso In Detroit the
sale of alcoholic beverages to persons under 21 is
illegal. The teen-agers we have studied took great
pride in the strategies they used to get around
the law. In a number of cases a small group would
acquire a case of beer and consume it while sitting
in an automobile.
The difference that did distinguish the
juveniles with records of drunkenness from others
in trouble with the police appeared to be linked
most strongly to the fact that, as a group, they
were older. To a minor extent, they showed signs
of having 1e ss inner resource. It was only in the
l atter characteristic that they resembled adult
alcoholic so
All that we can say with confidence is that in
this s4lmple of boys with police records of having
been drunk 3 at least 10 percent continue as adults
to ergage in a pattern of anti-social behavior in
which heavy drinking is an element. Another 50
percent have police records as adults which do not
include mention of drinking.(36, p.435) ·
Drinking identified with adulthood
There are several different estimates, but the one most frequently
seen states that 100 million people or 65 percent of the total population
of the United states uses alcoholic beverages to one degree or another.
It has also been established that most people who drink usually begin
somewhere close to their 15th birthday (26, p.9).
All young poople want to be accepted as adults.
Thatns only normal. But some teenagers may use
drinking to hurry up the process, to force others
to consider them as adultso They may have the mistaken notion that drinking proves they're sophisticated~ or that drinking against their parentis
wishes shows independence and maturitYo(23, p.47) .
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Teen-agers follow

~

pattern

A survey on drinking among high school students in Kansas City,
Kansas, Racine, Wisconsin, and Nassau County, New York, came to the
following conclusions.
1.

Family habits play an important part in fonning
behavior patterns in youthful students.

20

Mo re bo ys than girls drink.
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3.2 beer and wine are preferred to hard liquor
and strong beer.

4.

Abnormal drinking among students was rare.

5. A large percentage of the drinking was done at
parties in homes when the parents were away.
6.

~

Social controls are more effective on girls
then on boys~ in small conununities than large.
(2, pp.26-32)

limit
To teen-agers who desire consistency in all things and whose

rebelliousness stems often from inconsistencies, the question of age
limits must be

frustrating~

thereby impelling some to drink who other-

wi se would not.
Documented reports made available to the Committee
(Governorus Committee to study the Sale of Liquor to
Youngsters~ New York) indicates that the majority of
young people have occasional resort to intoxicating
beverages by the time they are 16, and that in most
cases they have begun to drink under the auspices of
their parents. (In New York state, the legal age for
buying liquor is 18. Neighboring states have protested that their young people cross the state line
to drink or to buy liquor.)
The issue is clearly associated with the whole
philosophy of young people, and we believe that it
must be solved by families and social groups and not
by laws.
In many states a sixteen-year old can drive a.
car 3 and two years later could be married nd asked
to defend his country, but could not drink until he
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is twenty-one. In other words, he can assume all of
the responsibilities of an adult except making his own
decision on whether or not he chooses to drink before
he is t wenty-one; this decision is made for him by
law. (5 .9 pp .27-31) ,
Summary of the Literature
Indians did not possess alcoholic beverages prior to the coming
of white "cilivization," .

Even then they did not know how to manufacture

it and so legal control of sale was tried for a period of about 250
years.

Recently this oontrol

WGl.S

apandoned because of its discriminatory

nature and the widespread failure of enforcement.
Excessive drinking in any society is evidence of deep-seated
sociological

c~ses.

Many people faced with seemingly overwhelming

problems turn to alcohol to ease anxiety and relieve fatigue.

The

Indian being between cultures and economically depressed frequently
turns to drink as a means of modifying reality.
Drinking is also associated with adolescent behavior which is
described sometimes as the period separating drinking from independence.
Adolescents identify drinking with maturity.

The Indians are going

through a transitional period and their behavior toward drinking is
typically adolescent.

Traditional Indian society is breaking down.

Like adolescents, Indians look to others for guidance and
standards but in the white people find a double standard represented by
the missionaires and the bootleggers.
The drinking habits of the Navajos have been fairly well established.

Mostly they prefer sweet, cheap wines that are more quickly

absorbed by the body and produce the symptoms of intoxication more
re.:tdily.

They have been conditioned to rapid consumption, particularly

in the towns.

Navajo women who become publicly intoxicated are
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frequent ly jailed along wi th their children since there are no provisions in rome of the towns for the child ren.
The Navajo is a social drinker and given to sharing what little
he has with his friends and rela ti ves.

Within the family group wine

is frequently passed around to each member, children included.

There

has been a disturbing rise in th e sale of alcoholic beverages to minors
and school autho riti es have reported increasing absence, even among the
younger children, as a result of drinking .
Adolescents who drink follow their home patterns. Most people
who drink have their first taste of liquor in their own homes, more
often than not 3 with the consent of their parents.

Boys have been shown

to drink more than girls and residents of larger towns and cities more
than people from the smaller cities.
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CHAPTER

In

THE SPECIAL PROGRAM
The Law
---It is mandatory under public law that teaching the harmful
effects of alcohol be included in the curriculum.
Indian Affairs Manual, Vol. VI, Community Services, Part II,
Education, Chapter

4, Federal School Program, Section 403.07 (Revised

July 13~ 1951) states:
Instruction as to the Effects of Alcohol and
Instruction-a5 to the effects of alcohol
and narcotics in Indian Schools is required by the
Act of May 29, 1886 (24 Stat. 69) as follows:

Narcotics~

"The nature of alcoholic drinks and narcotics
and special instruction as to their effects upon the
human system, in connection with the several divisions
of the subject of physiology and hygiene, shall be
included in the br~ches of study taught • • • and in
all Indian • • • schools in the territories of the
United States.
It shall be the duty of the proper officers in
control of any school described in the foregoing
section to enforce the provisions of this Act; and
any such officer, school director, committee, superintendent~ or teacher who shall refuse or neglect
to comply with the requirements of this Act, or
shall neglect or fail to make proper provisions for
the instruction required ill the manner specified by
the first section of this Act, for all pupils in
each and every school under his jurisdiction, shall
be removed from office and the vacancy filled as in
other cases. 1I

In view of the destructive effects of alcohol and narcotics, the
proper and intelligent carrying out of this section is considered of
vital importance.
~ecommended

The booklist for Indian schools contains material

for this purpose o
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Herein stated is the

pr~ary

source and authority for inclusion

in the curriculum guides of the Special Programs of goals relating to
the use of alcohol .

These must be studied to determine where, if at

all, the requirements of the law are being satisfied.
The Goals of the Special Program Pertaining to Alcohol
The Five-year program (6)
Level IV, Goal 54 Knows the facts concerning the use of
intoxicants.
a.

studies record of amounts spent over a 12
month period for commonly used intoxicants
by moderate and heavy drinkers.

h.

Reads and discusses how the excessive use
of intoxicants can lead to loss of job or
hinders advancement on job.

c.

Studies the effect of alcohol on health.

d.

Studies and discusses personal dangers to
industrial and {arm 'Workers.

For pupil and teacher reference see:
National Forum Inc.
The Alcohol Problem Visualized
Revised Fifth Edition
Published by Author, 1950
McCarty, Raymond G.
Life Adjustment Booklet
Facts About Alcohol
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1951
Bogen, E. and Hisey L.
What About Alcohol
Angelus Press for the Scientific
Education Association, Los Angeles, 1934
Hirsh}) Joseph
Alcohol Education
Henry Shuman, 1952
Level V, Goal 39 Knows the facts and results concerning
the use of intoxicants .
(Suggested activities and recommended materials
same as above.)
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As can be noted these goals are placed in the last two years of
the Five-year Program; this is what is called the Vocational Level or
the

Jun~or-Senior

years.

The goals the Vocational Level have are the

same for each of the programs.

Students from all three programs are

inter-mixed at this level depending upon the vocation they have chosen.
The Six-yea.r program (33)
Level I, Goal 78 Knows the harmful effects of alcohol
and how it endangers health.
(No activities suggested)
Level II, Goal 76 Realizes that the use of liquor endangers employment and health.
a.

studies charts showing the effect of alcohol
on the body.

b.

Discusses the cost of drinking.

c.

Discusses how the use of alcohol could endanger other people.

d.

Invites local employer to come in and
discuss drinking in rela.tion to keeping
a job.

e.

Invites member of AA to talk to the class.

f.

Discusses why people drink.

g.

Sees related films and filmstrips.

Level III, Goal 96
beverages.

Knows the harmful effects of alcoholic

a.

Studies charts on drinking.

b.

Sees related films and filmstrips.

Level IV, Goal 93 Knows the dangers of alcoholic
beverages and narcotics.
a.

Invites doctor or social worker to talk
to the class.

b.

Performs experiments with alcohol.
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c.

Sees r el at ed fi lms and filmstrips.
(Sugg est ed film : ItAlcohol and the Human
Bodylt avai l able from Service-wide Film
Library)
0

The eight =year program (34)
Level III , Go al 37 Knows about the effects result Lng
from the us e of tob~c co, snuff, and liquor.
a.

Figures the cost of these items.

b.

Uses visual aids

nd discussion periods.

It needs to be stressed that the Suggested Activities listed
under each goal are merely that - suggested activities.

Each teacher

is left to his own ingenuity to present the goal in a manner most conducive to learning for his particula r group.
It might be noted that there are no goals relating directly to .
the use of alcohol (See Table 1) at some levels in the various programs.
This does not mean that the subject is left untouched nor that the
problem of preventing excessive drinking is ignored.

Rather, the goals

which are listed can be considered a negative approach to drinking in
th at at these levels ill effects are stressed.

The program recognizes

that drinking to excess is an outgrowth of an unsatisfactory adjustment
to an environment and that r ather than spend too much time on teaching
the harmful effects of drinking, it is better to te ach those things
which will aid the student in making a satisfactory adjustment to a new
environment thus eliminating situations where recourse to drinking could
be expected as a natural outgrowth.
To illustrate this point the following goals have been selected:
Five~year Program, Level III, Goal 26, Develops the habit
of reading for pleasure.

Six-year Progr am l Level II, Goal 23, Plans, under supervision , use of h~s
leisure time.
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Table 1.

Distribution throu hout the Speci 1 rograms of goals directly
mentioning the u se of alcoholic beverages.

Pre- vocat i onal levels
Level
Special eightYear progr.am
Level
Special sixyear progr am
Level

1

2

3

4

6

5

Vocationa.l levels
Jr.
Sr.

Goal

Goal

Goal

.37

54

39

1

2

3

4

Jr.

Sr.

Goal

Gocli

Goal

Goal

Gocli

Goal

78

76

96

93

54

39

1

2

3

Jr.

Sr.

Goal

Goal

54

39

17

18

Special fiveyear program
Agesif- II 12
13
14
*Minimtun age for completion of level.

15

16

Eight- year Program, Level VI, Goal 23, Learns to
appreciate more fully the importance of music,
literature and a rt.
This list could go on almost without end demonstrating subtle
ways in which students are redirected away from situations where spending free time in a bar or tavern would be the only solution to a social
problem.
The policy at Intermountain School has been to afford Juniors,
to a lesser extent 9 the Seniors, to a greater extent, as much personal
freedom a s is consistent with the operation of a school of its size
in relation
Tha t~

to the f acilities of the adjacent community of Brigham City.

on occasion, some of the students will abuse this freedom is

foreseen.

Former superintendent, Dr. George A. Boyce, who implemented

this policy during his tenure, stated it this way.
Occasional violations to be anticipated • • •
are an essential risk in bringing up children,
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whether at home or in an institution. Such errors,
however~ can be viewed as educational opportunities
for the individual involved as well as the rest of
the student body, and should be so viewed. (See
Appendix I .
This policy and its concomitant infrequent lapses poses a
distinct challenge to the school to correct the situation before the
student is graduated and passes beyond the immediate
school and its staff.

~ssistance

of the

Much progress is made in diagnosing weaknesses

in the individual and in the program; and through individual counseling,
directed emphasis in classroom units, and revisions of the goals,
situations which might prove difficult for the graduates are reduced or
eliminated.
The Role of the Guidance Department
Federally operated boarding schools constitute controlled
environments for the students under their care.

The student spends 30

hours a week in the classroom or in the shop under the supervision of an
academic teacher or a shop teacher.

The other 138 hours of a week are

spent under the supervision of the guidance department.

This department

is staffed by teacher-advisers, physical education teachers, and dormitory attendants.

The work of these people is outlined in a companion

volume to the curriculum guides, Minimum Essential Goals for Everyday
Living in Indian Schools (16).
In this guide no direct mention is m.de of drinking or the use
of alcohol.

Yet perhaps the strongest teaching designed to build habits

and interests which will divert the students from situations where the
use of alcoholic beverages would seem natural is done in the department.
students are helped and encouraged by their
to decorate their rooms, thus

le~rning

dormito~

attendants

how to maKe a warm, homelike
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place to live so it will not be necessary to escape from a barren,
cell- like room to a bar or tavern.
Athletic and other avoc ational interests are promoted so the
students will not have to have recourse to a drinking establishment as
the only source of recreation.
The Role

~

Religious Education Workers

In accord with government policy, religious instruction is pro-

vided for all students.

At the time of enrollment the parents indicate

their religious preference and every effort is made to enable the
children to attend religious instruction classes of the faith indicated.
In this matter the wishes of the parents are followed exactly.

Students

are not permitted to change their religious affili ation except upon the
written affidavit of the parent.

Children cannot be obliged to attend

the religious instruction classes of the faith indicated by the parent
but they can be prevented from attending classes sponsored by another
faith.

Splendid cooperation between all of the religious workers

serving the Intermountain School students makes this a problem of little
or no concern.
Classroom f acilities are provided for those groups who do not
have sufficient off- campus f acilities to service the number of students
involved.
Primarily, there are seven distinct religious bodies sponsoring
instruction; the Christian Refonned Church, the Church of Jesus Christ
of

L atte~D ay

s aints , the Evangelical Navajo Fellowship, the Protestant

Episcopal Church in the U. S. A., the Protestant Activities (National
Council of Churches - Division of Home MiSSions), the Roman Catholic
Church ~

and the Southern Baptist.
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The influence the tea chings of these groups have on the students
with regard to alcohol education is immeasurable since they are adjuncts
to the total school program and the efforts of the church and school
complement each other.
Specifically ~

this is what is taught by each of the religious

bodies concerning the use of alcoholic beverages.
The Christian Reformed Church
Uses every educ ational medium to explain why Scriptures discourage alcoholic beverages except for specialized purposes.
Their religious instruction classes are organized into nine
levels to meet the varying needs of the students.
are used.

Three major approaches

For the younger students the emphasis is placed on proving

the teachings of the Bible and the Health books are true about alcohol.
That they are not dogmatic statements, but everyday experiences prove
they are right.

Life situations from the student's own experience and

from the "news" are t aken as examples.
To the middle age group an appeal is made to the survival
instinct and emphasis on the physical effect of alcohol on the human
body.
Older students are approached on a level of reasoning.
necessity of looking beyond one's self.

The

The socio-economic aspects are

brought out; the loss of time, money wasted, etc.
Positively, the students are taught to avoid situations where
they may be confronted with alcohol, to choose companionship from among
people who have the same feeling as the student has about alcohol, and
to prepare themselves to be able to refuse alcoholic beverages when they
are offered. (See

Appendix~),
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The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- Day Saints
Prohibits al coholic beverages to its members and favors total
prohibition.

Thei.r religious education progr@.lIl is divided into seven

levels of instruction and three

spects of drinking are presented at

varying levels of difficulty throughout the entire program; the
financial aspe ct, the health aspect, ru1d the religious aspect with regard
to the commandment of the Church.
The students

re urged to be wise in choosine their friends, to

keep themselves busy, to be active members in the church, and to
away from saloons, etc.

st~y

(See Appendix.)

The Evangelical Navajo Fellowship
Advocates total prohibition.

During weekday religious instruc-

tion classes all of the students are handled in one group but on Sundays
there

re t wo classes.

The Church's position on alcoholic beverages

is t aught to all of the students.
The approach is not behaviorism but a new life, a new
in Christ Jesus.

cre ~tion

The i nner and spiritual qualities of the Christian

life are stressed and such evil practices as drinking, etc. are shown
to be inconsistent and h rmful to such a life as well as being forbidden
by God.

The harmful physical,

morB~,

specific examples are pointed out.

social, and economic effects with

This is done on all levels each year

with repetition and emphasis to junior and senior students.
The students are t aught to avoid the company of those who
drink, to avoid situa tions or associations that might lead to drinking
or

~y

other harmful practice, to have the courage to say, "No" when

such things are suggested and to be firm, and to be active in serving
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and witnessing for Christ and it will be easy and loeical to refuse.
(See Appendix).
The Protestant Episcopal Church in the U. S. A.
Does not take any doctrinal position on the use of alcoholic
beverages but leaves the matter up to the dictates of the individual
conscience.

The only point is th at: if a person is going to drink it

should be in moderation .

Drinking is not a sin by itself but over-

indulgence is.
The Protestant Episcopal religious instruction is conducted all
in one group with

approxirr~tely

three levels of difficulty.

is placed on individual counseling.

Much stress

(See Appendix).

The Protestant Religious Activities of the National Council of Churches
Division of Home Missions
Represents 32 member churches.

Abstinence from alcoholic

beverage is urged for all members.
The organization of the religious instruction classes parallels
the organization of the school throughout the three special programs.
Alcohol education is presented at each level of instruction with the
exception of the beginners.
The effects of drink upon family reI tions, health, and employment are taught at each of the lower levels.

Waste of money through

drinking is emphasized at the junior and senior levels.
All the students are encouraged to become familiar with their
pastor and to keep active in church programs.

They are introduced to

the YMCA - YWCA programs

nd taught how to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity which is offered.

The students are taught to seek strength to
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resist t emptation through me dit t ion and prayer.

(See Appendix).

The Roman C tholic Church
Advo cates a temper te exercise of free will except for those who
are alcoholics and for them total abstinence.

The religious education

program is organized into essentially three groups; those who have been
baptized jl those who have been confinned and made their first communion
or are about to do so, and the juniors and seniors.
At each level the proper use of all things is taught.
things are

good~

a thing may be

they can be used, misused, or abused .

abuse~

All

For one person

so they should leave it alone - it is no good for

that per son o
The students are taught to avoid the occasions of sin especially proximate occasions, to receive the Sacraments frequently
as a means of gaining Grace and strength, and if the urge to drink
comes to do something they like very much until the urge passes.
The director of the Catholic relieious instruction program
does not feel that the drinking problem is a s seri ous among the Navajo
youths whom he has met as he has observed it amongst other tribes.
(See Appendix)

0

The southern Baptists
Advocate total prohibition.

Religious instruction is presented

on three levels of school progress.
The effects of drinking are taught at all levels.

The more

advanced students in the fifth year of the school program or above are
taught some of the c uses of drinking.

First and second year students

are taught the general effect of drinking on the human body and the
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effect of alcohol on the mind
and fourth year s t udents

~

the ability to think clearly.

The third

re taught the effect of drinking on the per-

soncili..ty as a whole and on the individuals s moral standards.

During the

fifth year and above students are taught the effect of alcohol on the
spiritual life of one who drinks - his reputation as well as the direct
harm spiritually.

Alcoholism as a disease is also taught at this level.

The students in the fifth year and above are taken into the
study of some of the causes of drinking.

Among these

are~

the feeling

of insecurity, a desire to appear manly and brave, a desire to follow
the crowd 9 and sometimes as a result of having met a critical experience
without apparent success.
A strong appeal is made to each individualvs will to let the
test of each moral is sue be" "What do es God Wd.nt me to do? II

strong

appe ..l is made for the individu-.l to commit himself to the Lordship of
Christ - by confessing sin, asking for forgiveness, and trusting Christ
s a personal Savioro

The Southern B_ptists believe that only the

power of Christ in a life is the perfect answer to drinking.

It is

suggested to the students that wholesome recreation, Christian fellowship, careful choosing of friends, and regular church attendance are
means of avoiding harmful influences which might lead some to drink.
(See Appendix.).
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CHAPTER rJ

THE QUESTIONNAIRES
In a ddition to the survey of the religious education workers
five other surveys were made for the purposes of this study:

(1) a

survey of the teachers to determine what was being taught to the boys
about drinking at the senior level." (2) a survey of younger boys who
had not been exposed to as much direct tea ching a bout drinking to
determine what they knew

j

(3) a survey of senior boys, just before they

left the campus, so a comparison could be made to determine what they
had

learned ~

(4) a limited reading difficulty survey to determine how

great a problem the material covered presented, and ( .5 ) a survey of
follow~up

reports made by the Placement Officer and the Relocation

Officer one ye ar af ter the graduation of the survey group to determine
how they performed on the job with regard to drinking and drinking
problems.
The Survey of the Teachers
Ba ckground
The questionnaires (See Appendix) were routed to the tea chers
through the administrative head of their dep artment.

It was emphasized

( at a staff meet ing) that this was a serious study in which the department was interested.

A record was kept of all the teachers who res-

ponded to the questionnaire but the individual sheets were not identified.

This was understood before the questionnai res lere

circ~ted.

All of the teachers (seven) who worked with senior 00 ys responded.

The question
11ha t goals do you h ve in your te ching that
re related to drinking and/or the use of alcohol,
intoxi cants~ etcetera?

The purpose
This ques tion has a twofold purpose; to determine the degree of
ftmlili riz tie n the teachers had with the general purposes of the program and the

goals~

nd to determine if

~y

goals related to a specific

vocation included mention of alcohol.
The responses
1. "The go:..ls as set forth in the Minimum Essential
Goals. Also discussed and illustr=ted in respect to
pr oper conduct at parties, soci Is, nd when in public."

20 "y gocUs are centered around the effects of
alcohol on the personns self, f amily, friends, a ssociates,
and pocketbook."
3. "Tha t the students know the f acts concerning
the use of intoxicants, cost, influence on job advancement and retention, health, social status, and dangers
to fellow wo rkers."

4. "Go Is pertaining to the wise use of leisure
time
A wide range of goals pertaining to individual
personality adjustments which have a. bearing on the
al cohol problem ~ such as dismissal from job, dating
customs~ securing f avorable housing~ budgeting of
personal incomej) et c .1t
0

50 "I am trying to follow the goals suggested by
the supervisors
Also, a s films and available material
pertaining this subject come to me, I try to use
them I have had several in my cla ss tha t were having
problems with thi.s nd I have tried to counsel v/ith
theme Very little done in class o "
0

0

6. "To teach the effects of alcohol from a social
point of view with economic aspects added."

7 "Goal 39 (see Chapter TII, p.36 seniors) and
something about industrial alcohol in correlation with
shop instructoro"
0
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Th e 9"uesti on
of

·h t are your personal fe elings to
lcoholic beverages?

rd the use

The purpose
This ques t ion was

sked to gain a little insight into the

teacher's appro ,h to the subject a ssuming th t the teacher's own
feelin gs would n turally enter into his

present~tion

of ma terial .

The responses
"I never t ouch itllt
til do not use them and have no desire to persuade
others to do sOo"
"I, personally, h ve nothing against et person th t
w nts to ruin his own life a s long as that person makes
his ruin his own and not so ebody else's."
"Alcohol should only be for medicinal use."
ItAccept @.ble when used in moderation and rem ins
an a ccept lJ.ble thing ."
iiI take : I n occ sional drink - hate drunkenness o"
Ii

"I do not buy liquor myself, but I do not refuse
dr ink v hen o.ffered in a social situation . "

The questioI1
Do you teach a specific unit on alcohol?
The purpose
This question was a sked to determine the degree of te aching
emph sis pI ced on drinkinp' per ~.
The r esponses
nYes

0

II

(three responses)

III t aught a unit on drinkine;, show:ing effects on

the

body~

soci al r esults" expense" etc . "

"No defini te unit yet . I @In working one up .. t the
pre sent t ime and will present it in cl ss soon."
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IINo l lf I fee i t i s bet ter taught s a part of
sever I units~ soci al s tudies , community living , courtshi and ffia rri'"'geJj prep r ation fo r t he job, etc."

"No o The subj ect enters i nto group discussions
from time t o t ime . Effor t s ~re made to r epeat the
conc epts lentioned bove - to analyze the problem
from every conceiv ble
gl e ."
The question
In what units do you include tea ching reI t ed to
drinking?

The responses
The responses are grouped together.
units ; another fou r ; the rest, four to seven o
l ist of units.

One tea cher listed seven
This is a composite

Some h d slight variations in th e wording of the unit

titles o
What an employer expects from an employee
How our bodies use food (proper di et)
Wise us e of leisure time
Community living nd family life
Get t ing set tIed in a new community
Heclth - ( rel ated subjects brought in)
Manners = ( aliI units touching this)
Social beh vior
Family life
On- the- job p r actices
Budgeting
The questi on
What spe cific points do you try to get a cross about
drinking?
The purpose
To discover how much consistency existed in the work of the
several te achers.
The responses
1. uIn America,\) drinking is a ccepted behavior.
Drinking i s ~ personal choice which you must decide.
If liquor causes you anxi ety or trouble, l e~ v e it
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l onc o Be
~re of the poor environment of drinking
pla ces . Alco hol ~ in m 11 quantiti e s~ is not
necessarily b d . Too much alcohol will ultimately
kill you. Poo ly djusted peo Ie are those who drink
too uch . 1I
20 "Medic 1 and other professional inform tion.
If you mu st drink~ under social pressure, donlt go too
f r. 1e rn to control it.1I

3. "Th t it creates unnatural condit ions in a
hurn:..n. That it is costly ~ often socially degrading,
harmful to the body, and not accept able in many groups."

4. rt10ss of social prestige. Harm to a nd loss of
control of physic 1 f aculties. Harm done by depriving
body of necessary foods . The cost or .mount of money
could be spent for more worthwhile items for Cit more
wholesome life o "

50 liThe incalculable effect it ha s on a person.
The contents of alcohol re discussed nd how these
ingredient s will harm the body."
6
So ci 1 implic a tions; 10 ss of friends 10 ss
of st tus, jail. Economic implic~tions~ loss of job,
cost of liquor. He~lth implications: effect on body,
h:;tbit forming. 1I
0
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Trying
prove s
ste dy
thrown

jl

"

nyou CiiUllt hide from trouble in a. bottle.
to prove you are a m n by getting drunk only
th t youUre still a kid. Ste dy drinking and
employment a re incomp ~tibleo You can get
out of your bo arding house for drinking."

The question
Vh.t materials do you use?
The purpose
To determine how much of the Bureau- recommended material is
being used and wh

other good materi.l is

~vailable th~ t

could be

to the list o
The responses

10 "Teacher prepared material.
of te cher and students."
20 "Bulletin board displays.

Personiitl experiences

Daily newspiilperort

a~ded
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3. "Alcoho" problems visualized .
He .1 h tex t s . 1i

Magazine a rticles.

4.

nHeal th books o nnhat Happens When you Drink
Too Much l ~ Popular Science~ December 1956. I How Much
do College Students Drinkv ~ Redbook j November 1953.
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"Teen gers. "

6. UFi lms from Service-wide Film Library on
campus = Alcoholism, Alcohol and the Hum~ ~dy.
Booklets .., What Alcohol Does to the Body (22 ,
F. cts About Alcohol (23. 11
7. "Alcohol and You.
Inc .. Newletters. 1t - - - -

Narcotics Educ-.tion,

The preceeding books and oooklets are kept on h&l.!ld, in
in the book room of the dep rtment.

qu~tity,

Reprints of the magazine articles

are avail able within the administrative unit ..
The que stion
fu t experiments do you

cond uct~if

any?

The pUrpose
The description of the Special Progr am given for the teachers
at the f r ont of the Minimum Essential Go Is (7:J) po 7) st.tes:
is to be bli.sed .9 as much

~s

possible, on firsthrmd experiences. 1I

The responses
"I have used the meat and cmdy experiment with
whiskey and water. Also, given smell of the different
drinks. II
UYou c nUt really do ~ ny functiona.l experiments
with alcohol in any sChool; if someone caught you at
it they'd push the panic button before they even
tried to find out what you were trying to do. Experiments on e ggs ~ worms~ etc. are too abstr~ ct to be of
value in t his program. n
"No

0

It

"Tea ching

(five respons es)
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The question
Miscellaneous comments.
~

pUrpose
To provide the teachers with an opportunity to add any other

information on the subject which they thought might be of value.
The responses
"No comments. 1I (three responses)
"Do Indians get drunk easier on less liquor than
whites?"
"Will the results of this study be distributed for
teachers to use?"
"Glad to see someone interested. n
"Emphasize that balance in personality is the
goal. Eliminate the need for drinking to an excess.
That is, succeed in your job, nlaike a good marriage,
develop faithful friends, do not neglect your femily
on the reservation, show respect for law and order,
be honest, etc."
The Survey

££ the

Pre-Voc ~tional

Boys

Administering the questionnaire
Due to consideration of time it was cl.dministratively more
feasible to make the survey of the senior boys first.
by pure coincidence,
to respond to the

ex~. ctly

At that time,

100 students were willing and available

questionn ~ ire.

In view of this response the survey

of pre-vocational boys, which was conducted at a later date, was limited
to a like number.
Through the splendid cooperation of Mr. Andrew Sorenson,
teacher-adviser, and the dormitory attendants of his section, a group
of 128 pre-vocational level boys were held overtime following a
section~l

meeting in the Little Theate r building on the Intennountain
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School c@npus for th e purpose of r esponding to the qu estionnaire.
The boys were a sked to seat t hemselves in al ternate seats on
alternate rows and

r. Sorenson introduc ed the surveyor and his

a ssistant (his wife) and expl ai ned to the boys what was going to happen.
The students to be t ested were given a sharpened le ad pencil,
a writing boa rd, and a copy of the questionnaire.

They were a sked to

hold the sheets f ace down until directed to start work.
The s ame introductor.y remarks were made to this group a s had
been made to the smaller groups of seniors at the time of their testing.
(See below).

The one difference in this survey was that the boys were

re quested to identify their papers with their names and the names of
their academic teachers.
It was also expla ined to them tha t if they had difficulty in
reading any of the questions they were to r ai se a hand and that someone
would re ad the qu estion, without comment, to them.
two things in mind.

This was done with

First, it wa s assumed that most of the test group

had a listening and speaking voc abular.y that was in excess of their
reading voc abularies.

And second, it was desirable to identity those

boys who were having just too much trouble handling the ma terial.
After the group was started, ea ch boy wa s permitted to proceed
at his own speed.

As they finished they turned their questionnaires in

and the boys were dismissed.

The questionnaires were filed according

to the nam es of the academic tea chers indicated.
Following the survey the academic tea chers were contacted and
the standard reading scores of each of the participants were obtained.
Since this group exceeded the size of the sample of senior boys by 28,
those questionna ires of the 28 boys having the lowest reading scores
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were discarded.

The r esult of this was that no set of responses was

counted for students having a lower standard reading score than 3.3.
This comp.res with a low r eading score among the seniors of 3.9.
Table II indic ates tha t students with a standa rd reading score
lower than

4.0 experienced some degree of difficulty

in reading the

m.terial in the questionnaire and that the inclusion of any significant
number of responses by these boys would invalidate comparison because
the responses would be based on guesswork as to the meaning of more
than 10 percent

(7) of the 70 questions.

The boys who comprised the pre-vocational test group were from
level IV of the six-year program, and levels IV and V of the eight-year
A few of the boys from level IV of the eight-year

progr~.
actu~ly

pro g r~

had

had rrore time in school than some of the seniors who were

graduating at the completion of the five- year program.
The Survey of the Senior Boys
Adnlinistering the questionnaire
The senior boys from the classrooms of the teachers covered in
the survey reported were surveyed in March 1957.

These boys had com-

pleted the on- the- campus part of their education and were awaiting
transportation to their jobs in the various i ndustrial centers throughout
the west for their six-week period of on-the-job training .

Officially,

these boys had gr aduated; technically, they would not graduate nor
receive their diplomas until they s atisfactorily completed their on-thejob training.

Their adjustment and progress would be followed by

school officials during this period.

If the student I s progress wa s

satisfactory, then, on the advice of the pla cement personnel, shop
tea chers

academic tea chers , . dvisers, and dormitory attendants, the
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department he d would recommend to the superintendent th. t this student
be awarded a Certificate of Graduation.

If the student's progress on

the job and school record did not come up to standa rd, he would be
recommended for a Certificate of Attendance.

The students received

their certificates by mail.
The survey was made out side of school time through the cooperation of J. Oscar Jones and Leo E. Fredrickson, advisers, Harriet

w.

Begay , Nora C. Kee, Wilma G. Lewis, Rose Quaderer, and Willie N. Begay,
dormitory attendants.
Arrangements were made to .use the living rooms of the dormitories
involved on designated evenings.

At the t ime the surveyor a.rri ved the

attendant on duty announced his presence and invited all of the senior
boys who were free to come to the living room.

No boy, at any time,

was pressured, in any way, to participate o
The living rooms of the boys' dormitories at the Intermountain
School are all t astefully decorated, well lighted, and furnished with
comfort ~ble

ch. irs and couches.

As ea ch boy arrived he was given a

pencil, writing board, and a copy of the questionnaire.

He was a sked

\\

not to look at the qUestionna ire until the whole group wa s present.
When the group was a ssembled the surveyor repeated a memorized
speech.

The speech was memorized so the instructions would be the same

in each testing situation.

The surveyor remained seated while speaking

to the boys; everything that could be thought of was done to insure a
rel ~ed,

informal atmosphere.

The speech was as follows:

You know, I ' m still going to school. I go up to
the college in Logan whenever I can find a cla ss that
will help me in my free time.
Tonight I have some homework and I need your help.
I have to find out wh«tt you know about drinking. (Pause
for the invariable wise-cra cks). Thi s paper you have is
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j ust a l ot of que stions about dr i nking . You should know
mos of the answer s from what yo ur t eachers have been
t elling you or from your own head (This i s an idiomatic
phrase t hat has meaning for the boys ). After I t ell you
how t o do it, just go ahead and do the best you can.
You' r e no t going to be marked on this. This is
just for me. I don ' t even want you to put your names
on i t o I do n l t want t o know which paper is which. I
just want you t o answer each que stion the best you can.
I am trying to find out if you all know what you
need to know about drinking and getting drunk. (Pause
fo r mo re wise- cracks). What I find out tonight won't
help you very much, but I hope we can help the boys who
are still in school.
Let's read the directions together. Turn your
papers over and look at the top of the first page.
(See Appendix).
"This is a test to find our what you
know about drinking. Think i.f what the sentence says is right. Think if what the sentence says is wrong. If the sentence is true
and right, put the word 'yes' on the line at
the end of the sentence. If the sentence is
not true and wrong, put the word 'nol on the
line at the end of the sentence. Look at the
sample below. u
Now look at the first sentence. It says, "I am
a Navaho Indian." Not me, yout Is that right?
See , the answer "yes" is writ ten in on the line at
the end of the sentence for you.
Now the second one "b". "I have finished a
twelve-year program. 1I That's right. "Nof! is the
corr ect answer and it's written in fo r you too.
Now do the other two, "c" and "d ll • Write in
your answers. (Pause while they answer).
OK, what about !tC U ? Do girls learn to fix cars
at Intermountain? (Pause for reply). That's right,
what about the last one? "Yes" • That's right too.
Do you think you understand how to answer the
questions now? IV d like to have you answer every
question i f you can.
Are ther e any questions about what to do? If
not, go ahead. You may leave as soon as you finish.
Just hand me your things as you leave; I'm going to
need those pencils tomorrow night too.
While the boys were engaged in answering the questionnaire,
the surveyor listed their names on a separate sheet of paper.

Most of

the boys were known by name to the surveyor although the attendants
sometimes helped by supplying the names of a few.
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As the boys finished, they turned in their papers, pencils, and
writing boards.

The pa ers were ostentaliously "stuffed" into a brief-

case to demonst rate that the e would be no effort to identify them.
Each participant was thanked for his help, but all invitations to "Let's
get drunk tonight together", were politely declined.
The boys evidenced a light-hearted sense of humor toward the
questions of drinking comparable to that which often is found among the
general population.
Of the III boys in the senior class an even 100 freely participated.

The other

ll~

for one reason or another, either were unable or

un i lling to answer a questionnaire.
Readibility Control Survey
At a separate session in a classroom a control group on readibility was surveyed.

The same questionnaire was presented to a group

of 19 boys in l evel IV of the six-year program.

This testing followed

a unit on drinking in which all of the material in the questionnaire was
covered~

with the exception of material related to the questions on

preference of alcoholic beverages.
The same opening statements were made with minor variations to
take in account of the time of day, etc.

But, it was added that if they

couldn't read the sentence or understand the sentence, they should raise
their hands.

A record was kept of the number of times each boy raised

his hand to ask for help.

This record is correlated to their reading

achievement scores on a standar dized test administered approximately one
month following this survey.

(See Table II).

By comparing the number of questions asked to the reading scores
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the same group a chieved s it can be inferred that the language content
of the questionnaire was co prehensible to boys with a standardized
reading score of 4.0 or bet ter.
ranging from 3.9 to 10.2
Table II.

The seni.ors tested had reading scores

No breakdown is available.

Number of que stions asked by boys in readibility control
group in correlation to their reading scores on the
California Achiev~nent Test (Elementary), April 1957.

standard Reading
Score

3.5
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.1

-

Number of Times
Help Requested

- - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.1 - - - - - - - 4.2

4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
404 - - -

-

-

-

- - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - -

- - - -

-

-

8
5
6
3
1

3

2

1

-

0
1
0
0
0
0

4.4 - - - - - - - - - - - 4.5 - - - - - - - - - - - -

0
0

5.1 - - - - 5.3 - - - - - - - -

0
0

4.7 - - - - - - - -

~

- - - -

2

Questionnaire

The construction
The questionnaire (See Appendix) was composed of 70

~estions.

The questions were based on four primary sources; general statements
made concerning alcoholic beverages, statements made by teachers in the
classrooms, statements made in the Newsletter of the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs, and statements made in the booklet, What

Alcohol Doe s ...2. The Human Body:> published by the goverrunent at the
Intennountain School (22).
The

vo cab ul a~

was controlled by making diligent comparisons

between the words used in the individual questions and the Minimum
Speaking Vocabulary lists i n the Minimum Essential Goals for the Special
Five~year

Program (7).

Care was used to provide context clues for that

small percentage of words used that fell outside the scope of the
list s ct
On the basis of some of the generalizations made and statements
referred to above, the questions were divided into 11 areas: employment,
housing~

mental~

of

economic effects, social relations, health, both physical and
the double standard, common misinformation, physical effects

al cohol ~

preference for place of drinking, and preference for types

of alcoholic beverages.
The atte pt was made in each a rea to present questions which
related directly to teaching in the classroom or points made in the
resource materials used in the classroom.
Each item in the questionnaire, with the exception of four,
was written as a statement which could be responded to with a "yes" or
"non answer.
Following the constructwn of the questions in each of the
areas the order of the questions was scrambled without regard to the
areas.

This was done to avoid setting up situations where the res-

pondent would develop a mind set.

The writer tried to anticipate

whether the majority of responses to any individual question would be
yes or no and varied the placement of the items on the questionnaire
accordingly so that no pattern of response would be suggested nor
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evident.
The responses
The responses are presented in the following fashion:

the

number of the question, the number of the place that the item held on
the questionnaire, the question, the number and types of responses of
the pre-vocational boys, and the number and types of responses of the
seniors.

(See Appendix).

Drinking Affects Employment
Prevocational

Seniors

Yes No No.R Yes No No.R
1.

(1) Some workers are fired because of
drinking.

66 33

1

88 12 0

2.

(3) Most employers like employees that
get drunk.

21 78

1

10

90

3.

(65) Will your employer care if you get
drunk every night as long as you
can do your work every day?

29 70

1

25

74 1

4. (63) Should a person go to work when he

40 60

0

61 38

1

81 17

2

57 42

1

77

23

0

7. (23) If I get into troubl e with the police

80 20

0

86

12

2

8.

(22) If I have to go to jail because of
drinking I will get myoId job
back when I get out of jail.

19 81

0

7 93

0

9.

(35) Drinking in my free time will make
it harder for me to get a better
job.

65 35

0

has a hangover?

5. (16)

y employer will usually know if I
have a hango ver when I come to work.

6. (5) I will be fired if I am absent from
wo rk two or three times a month
because of drinking.

0

8 91 1

because of drinking I may be fired
from my job.

67

33

0
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Drinking Affects Housing Oppor unities

Prevocational

Seniors

Yes No No .R Yes No No .R

10.

(14) Will the people I live with care
if I drink?

11. (17)
12.

y landlord will usually make me
move out if he knows I get drunk .

(26) I t i s hard for a person to get his
room clean and make it smell ni ce
again after he . get s sick f rom
drinking .

13 .

(15) It is hard for a person who drinks
to save money in the bank for nice
things .

14.

(33) People who drink have just as many
thing s as people who do not drink .

150

(61) People are careless about pro perty
when they are drunk .

16.

( 7) Wine , beer, and whiskey spot your
clothes and will not come out when
the clothe s are dry cleaned.

14 84

2

12 87 1

71 28

1

82 16 2

64 36

0

29 29 2

73 26

1

89

40 60

0

25 74 1

71 29

0

70 30 0

51 49

0

56 44- 0

52 48

0

63 36 1

23

0

86 14 0

87 13

0

89 11 0

79 20

1

93

7 0

81 19

0

96

4 0

11

0

DrinkinB Mf e ts Behavior

17.

( 56)

18.

( 55) People get into more fights when

people act mo r e f r iendly v hen
they are drunk.

Most

they have been drinking than when
they have no been dr inking .

19 .

(12) People say foolish things when they
are drunk.

20 .

( L~9) People do foolish things when they
are drunk.

21. (39) Most people make a l ot of noise
when they get drunk .

77

22.

(48) When I

69 30

1

83 13 4

23 .

(60) When I am drunk I do things I am

70 30

0

72 25 3

am drunk I do thing s I am
ashamed of doing some other time.

afraid to do some other time .
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Prevocational

Seniors

Drinking Affects Social Relations

Yes No No.R Yes No No.R

24. (62) Will my fr iend like me if I do not

62 38

0

63 36 1

if I give

34 66

0

28 71 1

26 8 (24) I can have more flID with my friends

19 80

1

26 72 2

18 81

1

7 93 0

21 79

0

10 89 1

18 82

0

9 90 1

28 72

0

9 91 0

19 81

0

12

79 21

0

76 24 0

72 28

0

88 12

0

86 14

0

80

20

0

drink with h:iln?

25. (58) People will be my friends
them wine or beer.
when I drink.

27.

(54) I can have more fun with my girl
when I drink.

28. (32) I can have more fun with my girl
when she drinks.

29. (46) I can have more fun with

my

girl

when we both drink.

30. (10) I can meet a girl who will make a
good wife for me at a "bar" or
tttavern" •

31. (45) A party with some wine or beer is
a good party.

32. ( 9) I can get into trouble with the
police if I give beer or wine to a
friend who is lIDder 21 years old.

33.

(28) Some people will try to make me
drunk so they can steal my money.

Drinkins; Affects Physical

~

87 1

Mental Health

34. (38) People who don't drink usually have
better health than people who do
drink.

35.

(37) Drinking beer

will make me fat.

53 46

1

62 34 4

36.

(36) Drinking helps me forget things

45 55

0

49 48 3

29 71

0

7 91 2

that make me worry.

37. (51) Drinking makes pain go away so I
feel good.
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Prevocational

Seniors

Yes No No.R Yes No No.R
38.

(34) It is worse to get drunk in the
mo rning than it is to get drunk
at night.

56

42

2

40

53

7

11

5

39.

(19) Many people have a disease that
makes them want to get drunk.

82 18

0

84

40.

(27) People have more accidents when
they are drunk • .

82

17

1

93

21 79

0

18

82

0

24 76

0

18

82

0

0

41. (13) It is allright for me to drive
after drinking.

Society Maintains

~

7 0

Double Standard Concerning Drinking

42. ( 59) Would it be alright to get drunk if
you saw your boss take a drink one
time?
43 .

(64) I is very bad for girls to get
drunk .

82 18

0

87 13

M.

( 52) It is very bad for boys to get
drunk.

84 16

0

85

45 .

( 43 ) I t is alright for me to drink a
I i tIe beer or wine if I do not
get drunk .

76

23

1

81 19 0

46.

(42) People who go to church every Sunday 54 45
usually drink less than people who
never go to church.

1

41

59

0

52

1

53

46

1

Drinking is Surrounded

~

14 1

Misinformation ~Folk1ore2

o st peo pIe do no t think you a man
unti l you get drunk once.

47.

(57)

48.

(50) I can drink wine all night without
getting drunk.

24 74

2

7

49.

(44) One can of beer is enough to mak e
most people drunk.

60

40

0

53

45

2

50.

(21) Most people think whiskey will make
th em warm in the winter time.

46

54

0

60 36

4

47

91 2

65
Prevocational
Yes No No.R
--

Seniors
Yes No No.R

51 •. (31) Mos t people think cold beer will
make them fee l cool in the summer
time e

70

30

0

SS

8

4

52.

78

22

0

81 16

3

(30) Mos t men in the Army ~ Navy, and
Marin e Corps get drunk in their
free time.

Drinking Has Physical Effects
530

( 8) It is hard to walk straight when I
am drunk.

81 16

3

89

9

2

54.

(18) I feel like I am floating like a
cloud when I am drunk.

69 31

0

69

27

4

55.

(47) I feel happy when I drink.

16

83

1

30

68

2

56.

( 53) I feel sleepy after I drink.

79

21

0

00

18

2

57.

( 41) I f eel sick after I drink.

84 14

0

89.

8

3

(66) My room is the best place for me to
do my drinking

17

S3

0

24 75

1

(67) A II bar ll or Iitavernll is the best
pla ce for me to do my drinking.

60

39

1

34 63

3

60 0 (68) The best pla ce to qrink is in a car,
away from whe r e people might
know me.

30

65

5

23

73

4

61.

(69) The best pla ce to drink is when I
get home to the reservation on
vacati on.

45

55

0

54 40

6

62t!

( 70) It is best not to get drunk anywhere

72

2S

0

81 lS

1

Place Preference for Dr inking
58.

0

59.

0

Preference in Alcoholic Beverages
63.

( 2) Navajos like wine that is sweet.

41

58

1

38 59

2

64.

(11) Most Navajos ·like the taste of
whiskey.

75

25

0

69

28

3

66
Prevocational

Seniors

Yes-No
No .R Yes No No.R
--

65. ( 6) Whiskey tast es better than beer .

40 55

5

29 69 2

66.

(20) Whiskey tastes better than wine.

32 63

5

35 54

670

(40) Beer tastes better than wine.

43 53

4

35 53 12

48 47

5

34 55 11

68. (14) Beer

tast~s

better than whiskey.

11

69.

(25) Wine tastes better than beer .

33 63

4

30 58

70.

(29) Wine tastes better than whiskey.

31 64

5

27 57 16
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The Follow-up Survey
A final survey of all boys in the class of 1957 was made one
year after their graduation.

This survey was made by examining the

official follow=up repo rts made on the boys by members of the placement
staff and representatives of the Branch of Relocation.

These are

official government documents.
This survey was made to determine how many of the boys had
encountered problems directly relating to drinking 'during their first
year on the job o
as:

Fo r the purpose of the survey li problan lf was defined

The use of intoxicating beverages to the extent that the graduate

has los t one or more

jobs~

been requested by his landlord to move out

of his place of residence, been injured or so physically weakened to
the extent that he has lost time from his job, been fined or imprisoned,
or has suffered any combination of the above.
At the time of the survey all of the boys in
accounted for.

~he

class were

The largest percentage of the boys were living and

working on the West

coast~

San Francisco bay area.

either in the Los Angeles area, or in the

Another large number of boys were in the Denver
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area.

The remainder were scattered fronl

ontana to Arizona.

No break-

down was made relating drinking problems to the environment or locale.
One boy was not classified as having a problem with drinking
though he frequently became grossly intoxicated, but since this was
always in the company and at th

urging of his employer, it appeared

that this situation did not meet the requirements for being classed as
a problem within the limits of the definition.
A number of other boys were reported as using alcoholic
beverages but not to the extent that they were having any problems as
defined.
The follow-up survey showed that out of the 111 boys in the
class , 14 or 12.6 percent had problems with alcohol.
covered in the survey, 10,or 10 percent had problems.

Of the 100 boys
(See Table III).

In reporting the result s of the survey and of the number of boys

participating, a breakdown has been made show ing the numbers of boys
who received either a Certificate of Graduation or a Certificate of
Attendance.

The decision to award any student a Certificate of Attend-

ance is made adnlinistratively.

This decision is made on the basis of

the student's demonstrated progress in the special program.

Students

who have not made sufficient progress in the program and who do not
warrant the full confidence of the school in their ability to become
successful within the aims of the Special Program are granted the Certificates of Attendance.

Students who are awarded Certificates of

Graduation are expected to make sati.sfactory adjustments to their jobs
and their environments within the aims of the Special Pro gram.

6e
Table rIlo

Swwaar of

follow~up

survey.

Boys in the Class of 1957
Receiving Certificate of Graduation
Receiving Cer ificate of Attendance

111
102
9

Boys Parti cipa ing in S rvey
Re ceiving Certif icate of Graduation
Receiving Cer ·ificate of Attendance

100

Non-Participa ' ing in Survey
Receiving Certificate of Graduation
Re ceiving Certificate of Attendance

11
7
4

Boys who were reported as having drinking problem
Received Certificate of Graduation
Received Certificate of Attendance

14

Partic i ant s reported as having problem
Re ceived Certifi cate of Graduation
Re ceived Certi£icate of Attendru1 ce

10
5
5

reported as having drinking problem
Rec eived Certificate of Graduat ion
Received Certificate of Attendance

Non~partic·pant s

95
5

10
4

4

o
4

Percent of clas s participating

90.09

Pe cent of cl ass with drinking problem reported

12.60

Percent of participants with problem reported
Percent of non-par icipating with problems reported

10

36.40

CHAPTER V
S~ARY ~ CONCLUSION S~

AND RECO "END.ATIONS

SUIIlll1.ary
Student s enrolled in the Special Progreuns a.t the Intermountain
School come mainly f rom homes where they h ve had only limited contact
with contemporary society.
American youth by paver

y~

They have been deprived of

~

normal

dissocialization, l linited educational oppor-

and finally , by geographic 1 isolation.

tuniti es~

The se youths are in

transitory st ge between the reservation

life which is being left behind them and the modern, cosmopolitan
society hich they are . bout to enter.
great

emo tion ~l uDh e ~ v als:

first~

As a result they encounter two

when they leave home to enter school,

and second,l) when they leave school t o enter so ciety.
The curriculum of the Intermountain School is designed to make
this

ransition as smooth as possible and to prepare the students for

life in so cietyo

Education reg rding the use of

lcoholic beverages

is included in the curricula bec use it is one type of behavior which
the gradu tes

ill encounter in society nd for which he must be pre-

p red to confro nt .
The purpose of this study is to le rn how effective a job the
school is doing in t his type of education.
studied to detennin
survey w s
cl ssrOOffi

D

ITt

The curriculum guides were

wh t te chings .are c lled for in this area.

de to determine wh t is

A

r esented to the students in the

The rel igious instructors were surveyed to find out what
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they were teaching about alcohol.

Members of the guidance stai'f were

consulted concerning their programs in the dormitories.
Two groups of students were surveyed by questionnaire.

The

first group was of younger students to determine what they knew about
drinking and the use of alcoholic beverages.

The second group was of

seniors, who were about to graduate, to determine if there was an
improvement in factual knowledge concerning drinking.

One year following

graduation of the seniors another survey was made to ascertain how they
performed with regard to drinking after they had entered society.
Conclusions
Ther e is considerable improvement in the mastery of factual
knowledge regarding drinking between students at the pre-vocational
level and at the senior level.

The school can t ake considerable credit

fo r t his improvement, although it must be noted that some of this improvement may be the result of first-hand experiences and observations.
Although there were no statistics available for a comparison
between the graduates and other Navajo youths who have not had the
benefit of an education, the writer must conclude, in the light of
statements concerning the severity of the drinking problem among the
Navajos, that those students who graduate and take a place in society
have a superior performance record which indicates a measure of success
for the efforts of the school.
In general, the school is doing a satisfactory job in presenting

the factual information relating to drinking to the students.
three areas of weakness can be discerned.

Yet,

Too many boys at the senior

level thought that it was all r ight to drive after drinking.

A very

definite weakness exists in the boys not knowing about alcoholism a.s a
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disease.

There i s a marked lack of understanding of the long range

effects of drinkingo
This lack of ability to look ahead to the future may be the
most serious of all the problems which the students will encounter.
Only a poor relationship is established by the students between their
spendi ng their time and money on drink and self-improvement, economic
improvement, and environmental improvement.
five~

six ~

or eight years in school he should begin to project himself

into the future.
are

By the time a boy has spent

His failure to do this may represent a neglect of an

of education by those entrusted with the job of preparing these

students for life in society.
The gravest failing of the program in meeting the needs of the
students with regard to drinking is the failure to admit or recognize
that the problem is basically emotional and psychological which no
amount of factual teaching can eliminate o The problem of drinking is
an emotional problem whether the student in point is Navajo or something
else.

The personnel at the Intermountain School entrusted with teaching

the facts about alcohol are not specifically trained to cope with the
deeper emotional aspects of drinkingo
Recommendations

In addition to making the relatively minor changes in the curriculum as listed

below~

obtain the services of

there is an urgent need for the school to

trained~

professional counselors to conduct a

full-time mental and emotional health and counseling program for the
students and who would also be available to advise members of the staff
in effecting an adequate mental health program within the classrooms
and other activities of the school o

The fact that there are no such
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counselors available at present possessing an underst anding of the
Navajo back round and culture of the students should not be allowed to
interfere with the initi<ltion of such a program o

A trained counselor

should be employed to begin a mental health program a nd allowed to
modify his program as experience dictates to allow for the cultural
difference .
A much greater effort is needed in directing the students to a
long view of their lives; to establish long range goals for themselves,
to project themselves into the future o

Only one such experience is now

offered ; looking forward to IIgetting a job someplace" .
Goals on drinking should be included in every level of each
program.
students need to be taught the dangers of prolonged or habitual
drinking in leading to chronic and/or acute alcoholism .
The boys must be convinced that drinking and driving are not
compatible.

This should be

16 years and older.

ade a separate goal for all students aged
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UNITED STATES
DEP ARTMENT OF THE I NTERI R
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Brigh

City, Utah
July 1, 1958

In t he administration of Intermountain School for Navajo
adolescent boys and girls, it is my view that the out-of-school a ctivities should operate to the fullest extent in a manner similar to a
well-run home. The boarding school is, in f act, the student's home.
The s tudent should be encouraged to grow in unsupe rvis ed self -discipline,
and be given every opportunity to do do.
For example, in most well-run home s today, older children get
increased freedom in attending social activities with me bers of the
opposite sex. They a re given op ortunity to go to the movies
unchaperoned, under satisfactory arrangements made previously with the
pa rents
They are allowed to visit and stay overnight with friends in
t heir homes, and in various other ways grow into trustworthy adulthood .
These same pr ocedures and the same increa sed trust in th e student body
are a desi rable part of the student life at Intermountain
0

0

The alternative proposition is t o curtail such freedom, with
its implied mistrust of the student body o Such mistru st is generally
recognized by adolesc ents, a nd is likely to increa ~rebellion, increase
~xp erimen t a ti on with alcohol and other undes irable pr actices.
Occasional violations to be anticipated, on t he ot her hand , are an
essential r i sk in bringing up children, whether at home on in an
institution. Such err ors, however, can be viewed as educational opportunities for the individual i nvolved as well as the rest of the student
body, and should be so viewed.

/s/ George A. Boyce
George A. Boyce
Educational Specialist (Gener al)
illld

Former School Superintendent,
Int ermount~ i n School.
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ALCOHOL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAffiE
Religious Education Pro gram
1.

Proper

desi~na tion

of church or denomination.

Christian Refo rmed Chur ch .
2.

I ndicate official church st

d on the use of alco hol .

Use every educational medium to expla.in why Scripture discourages
alcoholic bever ge except fo r s ecialized purposes .

3. How many grades or levels of relieious instr uction offered?
At le a st nine.

4. At hich l evel or levels does curriculum include direct te aching of
church us views on alcohol?
All levels. However, the approach is different at various
levels. Three levels e,re indicated below to show the scope
of approach.
1. To prove t hat the tea chings in the Bible and in Health
books about alcohol are true. They a re no t dogmatic stateent s, but everyday experi~nces prove they are r i ght.
2.

App eal to survival instinct .

3. ReQsonin, beyond self.

5. \h t specific points do you try to ake?
1. Dramatic l e vel f or YOWlger students . Ex pIe: (newspape r i terns, ne s r e}X)rts, etc.) " hy do yo u think th t
happened? Swing conversation a r ound to the point Wlere
use of alcohol could h ve been a f actor. Let students
con clude for t hemsel ves .
2.

3.

Physic al fitness, intermediate .
a o Alcohol destroys .
b. Alcohol makes no l asting contribution.

Socio-e conomic studies.
etc. for older eroups.

6.

Time lost,

Jj

oney 'was ted,

Positive alternatives to drinking included in curriculum.
1. Avoid situations \t here you may be confront ed :ith an
alcoholic beverage.
2. '.' Choo se the com anionship of s uch fr iends who fe el
,a'b out alcohol a s you do.
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3.

re are r yerfully some good reasons why you should
decline a dr ink in the event you find yourself in a
situation whe re others drink, and you respectfully decline .
You may not be asked, If\ hy not", but yo~ thinking will
help you to say, "No, thank you lt • Your reasons, wh en
given, may help others .

7.

state any personal experience which wou ld i ndic ate
drinking among young-adult Navajos .

t~e

scope of

y experience with Intermolmtain Navajos on the jo~ are
no fair sampling of young adult Navajos . Observations
point up that our teaching (classrooms , social situations,
religious classes) have been ineffective with ref erence to
the u se or non-use of alcoholic bever es . ve have been
weak because we are dogmatic, 0 t he one hand; and our
example, on the other, is negative . The facts on
al coholism, ably communic ated, fu lly di scussed, frequently reviewed, will do their own convincing , but no t
enough of ~s know enough about alcohol.
Rev. Cornelius Kuipers
Christian Refo r ed Director
protestant Staff
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1.

Proper designation of church or deno ination.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sai nts.

2.

Indicate official church stand on the use of alcohol.
Total pro hibition advocated. Alcohol is prohibited to
church members - we put our emphasis here.

3. How many grades or levels of religious instruction offered?
Seven .

40 At which level or levels does curriculum include direct teaching of
church's views on alcohol?
One thru seven.

5. What specific points do you try to make?
Financial aspect
Health aspect
Religious aspect

1 - 7
1 - 7

1 - 7 Cornrnanrunent to church members

6. Posit ive alte rnatives to drinking includ ed in curriculum.
Be wise in choosing friends.
Keep busy ~ have something to do.
Be active in church.
Stay away from saloons, etc.

7. State any personal experiences which would indicate the scope of
drinking among young-adult Navajos.
I have no idea on this. I feel that most Navajo boys
drink ~ in t heir lives.

Elder Don C. Hunsaker
L. D. S. Religious Coordinator
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ALCOHOL EDUCATION ~UESTIONNAIRE
Religious Educ ation Program

1.

Proper designation of church or denomin tion.
Evangelical Nava jo Fellowship .

2.

Indicate official church stand on the use of alcohol.
Total prohibition advocat ed.

3. How many gr ades or l evels of religious instruction offered?
One class during weekday instruction periods. Two
classes on Sunday divided into upper and 10li·l e r gr ades.
4~

At which level or l evels does curriculum include direct teaching of
churchus views on alcohol?
All levels.

5,

Vh"t s ecific points do you try to make?
Our approach is not behaviorism but a new life, a new
cre t ion in Christ Jesus. We stress c.nd inner [~nd
spiritual qualities of Christian life and show th~ t
such evil pr actices as drinking , etc., are inconsistent ,
harmful to such a life as weIll a s being forbidden by
God. The harmful physical, moral , social, and economic
effects l it specific examp~es . re pointed out. This
is done on all l evels each year ith repetition and
emphasis to junior ~nd senior stUdents.

6. Positive altern tives to drinking included

in curriculum.

1e have not discussed particular situ~tions. Ie teach:
1. Do not keep company ,. ith those who drink.
2. Avoid situ tions or associations that might lead to
drinking or any other harmful practice.
3. To have the courage to say, "No", hen such things
are suggested, a nd to be firm.
4. To be actively serving and witnessing for Christ and
it ' i ll be easy and logi cal to refuse.

7. Stat e any personal experiences which would indic ate the scope of
drinling among oun -adult Navajos.
Our chief experiences have been ith the boys who "knew
betterll but could not r esist going along ith the crowd having co ~ anions who drank .
, 'ithout any surveyor percentages to b ck it up, our
inlpression is th ~. t drinking is nore commong among youngdult Navajos who have access or opportunity than among
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no -Navajos. There are more non-Navajos who ha ve conventional, spiritual, or other objections, though the
percentage is not great.
Rev. J ames F. Cook
Pastor
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ALCOHOL EDUCATION QUES

0

AIRE

Re igioll s Education Program
1.

Proper designation of church or denomi nat i on .
The Protest
of America .

2.

t E isco al Church in the United . states

Indic ate off icial churc

stand on the use of alcohol .

Ie do not take any doctrinal st d on this questio n
and no official statements have been made. This is
left up to the individual .

3.

H w m y gr ades or l evels of reli 'ous instruction offered?
Three levels in one class .
individual counseling .

uch stress js

1 ced on

4. At which level or levels does curriculum incl de direct t eaching of
the church's views on alcohol?
o particular l evel .

5.

'lh t s ecific points do you try to

eke?

The only point is this: if a erso is go' g to drink
it should be in mo der tion. Drinking is no t a s in by
itself but over-indulgence is .

6. Positive altern tive s

to drinking included in curriculum .

This is 1 rgely @. cow1seling rogrRl vlith t he in ividual .
I think it lin ossible to l ay down rules for this . . hat 1 s
true for one erson may not be fo r t e next .

7. st·te any person

1 ex eriences vhich auld' dicate the scope of
drinking among youn-adult avaj os .

erience is t oo limited t o answer pro perly.
Father 'I . J. annifin
E iscopal eli gi ous Director
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1.

Proper design ation of church or denomination .
The Protest t e ~glOUS Activities of the National
Council of Churches Division of Home ission s.

2.

Indicate official church stand on the use of

1coho1 .

Ab stinence from a lcoholic beverages is urged for a ll
members .

3. How

ny grades or levels of religious instruction offered?
All levels parallel to

org ~nization

of the school .

4. At which level or levels does curriculum include direct

te ~ch ing

the church ' s views on alcohol?
Te ching regarding alcohol is included in
with the exception of the beginners .

5.

e ~ ch

l evel

fu at s ecific points do you try to ma.ke?
Lower levels - effect s upon f amily relations , health
.md employment.
J uniors and seniors - waste of money through drinking
in addition to others menti oned above .

6. Positive alternatives to drinking included in curriculwn.
The YVICA and Y1 CA.
s trength to resist tern tation can be obtained t hrough
mediation nd pr yer .

7. state any personal expe ience hich would indicate the scope of
drinking among

young~adult

ava jos.

No comment .
ldon • Cof frnan
Director
Protestant Student Center

of

l~

Pro er design tion of chur ch or denomination.
Roman Catholic Church o

2.

Indicate offici

church stand on the use of alcohol.

Temperate exercise of free will except for those who
re alcoholics; for them, total abstinence.

3. How many gr ades or levels of religious instruction offered?
Essentially three in each department: re-Baptism,
post-Baptism~ and Confirmation cl sses .
The hi gher
students in one department mi ght be considEt'ed a
fourth l evel.

40 At which level or levels does the curriculum include dire ct tea ching
of the churchns views on alcohol?
On all l evels .

5.

'vha t specific points do you try to make?
There is a proper use for all things . All things are
go o d~ they may be used ~ misus ed~ or cbused .
For one
person it may be a buse so he must leave i t alone - it
is no good fo r tha t person .

6. Positive lternatives to drinking included in curriculum .
Avo id occasions of sin~ especially proximate occas ions .
Receive the S crament s frequently, as a means of g i ning
Grace and strength .
If the urge cO les, do something you like very uch until
the urge passes .
Kee busYa

7. st t e any personal experience hich would indic at e the scope of
drinl ing among young- adult Navajos .
Personal ly~

I have run into very little drinkine ,
especially t o excess, among the Navajos . Other
L1dian tribes I know re n ore inclined to abuse
alcohol .
Rev . Thomas V. Savage, S.J.
Catholic Chapl in

1.

Proper design tion of church or deno ination .
Sou hern Ba tist o

2.

Indicate official

chur~b

st

d on the use of

lcohol .

Tot 1 prohibit lon advoc ted .

3. How many grades or levels of r eligious instruction offered?
Three levels .
4.

At which level or levels does t he cur riculum include t eaching of
th e church's stand on alcohol?
All l evels .

5. Wh t speci fic points do you t ry to make?
1 0 Ef fects of dr inking On the body generally
1st
On t he mind - bility to think cle arly 1st
a one ' s personalit y as a whole
3rd
On moral s t andar ds
5th
On s iritual l ife (reputation & direct
5th
harm spiritually)
Alcoholism s a disease
5th
2 8 Causes
Feeling of insecurity .
Desire to appec? r manly and brave .
Desire to follow crowd .
Sometimes ~ result of having me t a crlSlS
experienc . wi hout a arent success .

6

0

& 2nd
2nd
and 4th
and up
Gllld up

&

and up

Positive alte n tes to drinking included in curricul um .
A strong a eal t o the individual will to le t t h e t est
of each mor
issue be , t ~~ hat does God w t me t o d o?"
strong ap eal
de f)r individual to co it himself to
the Lo r dshi of Chr ist - by confessing sin, asking for
forgiveness ~ld t us ting Chris t as a erson I Savior;
the Southern B~pt lst s bel" eve th t only the power of
Christ in ca. life is the perfect ans er to drinking .
I t is suggested to students that wholesome r ecreation,
Chr isti an fellowshiP3 careful choosing of friends, and
regul ar ch rch a t.tendance a re mean s of avoiding h rmful
influences whi rh might lead some to dr ink .
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7.

state any person experience which would indicate the scope of
drinking among yo ung- dult Nav jos e
No comment.
Rev . Delbert G. Fann
Director, Baptist Indian Center
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1 ill you pIe se help a struggling, middle-aged scholar -

Just answer the f ollowing que stions.
1.

2.

What goals do you have that
aIcohol ~ intoxicants~ etc . ?

re rel ated to drinking

nd the use of

ha t a re your own feelings tow rd the use of alcoholic beverages?

3. Do yo u teach a specific unit on alco hol?

4. What unit s do you include alcoholic beverages in?
5.

Nh t specific points do you try to get across about drinking?

6. Vhat materials do you use?

7.
8.

' hat expe r iments do you donduct, if

ny?

iscellaneous comments.

I r eali ze that some of these questions ay be so ewh t personal, so
plea se, don Vt feel that it is ne ce ssar y to i dentify yourself . I am
trying to discover a pattern of instruction r <-,ther than anything else.
[,hen you finish .9 lill you please hand your replies back to Mrs. Lowry.
Th anks fo r your cooperation and I'll be h
y t o ansver any of your
questionn ir es any time .

c.

stewart Munz
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Do
Thi s is

ot \' rite Your Name on This Paper

test to f ind out vvhat you know a bout drinking.

about e ch sentence .

Think if wh t th e s entence s ys is right.

if what t he sentence s ys i s wrong o
put the

If the sent ence is true

ord "Yes" on the l ine at the en d of the sentence.

sentence is not true
end of the sentence.

~nd

wr ong,

Think
Think

nd right,
If the

ut the word "No" on the line . t the

Look at the Sampl e belowo

S«mpl e
I
•

c.
d.

~m

a Nava jo Indian.

I h ve f inished a 12
Girls l e'"' r

to

f:b~

Yes
•

ye ~r pro gr~

No

c ars .t Inter _ount:.-in .

nly Nava jo s t udents come to Intennou t Gin .

1.

So e 1'JOr ers get fired because of drinkin •

2.

Navajo s l ike wine th t is sweet .

3. Most employers like employees that get drunk .

4. Will the peo Ie I live vith c re
50

i f I drink?

I will be fired if I -::m bsent from ,1'1 0 rk t wo or three
time s . month because of a "hangoverll
0

6.
7.

' hiskey t stes

etter th n beer .

~line, beer, 'Uld whis ey spots yo ur clo hes
nd will
not co e out even hen the clothe s re dry cl e ned

I t is h .rd to w lk str i ht

Ihen

I run drunk .

90 I c n eet into trouble with the ol ice if I _i ve
wine or beer to
10 .

I

friend

C Iilll leet " "'" irl VI 0 vi ll
t a lib I' ll or "t avern"

ho is under 21 y
r

r s old.

ke . good wi fe f or

0

11 .

10st Jav jos like the t st e of whiskey .

12 .

Peopl e s ay foolish things when they a r

drunk .

e

91
13.

It is

14.

Beer t . stes better than whiskey.

11 right for me to drive after drinking .

15 . It is h rd for

erson who drinks to s ave money
in the b nk for nice thing s.

ill usu ly know if I ha ve a lIh~ngover"
(the sickness that come s fter drinking) when I come
to work o

16. My em loyer

17.

IV y 1 dlord will usually
ke me move out of his
house if he kno s that I get drunk .

18 .

I feel like I run flo ting like a cloud wh en I

19.

M ny people who eet drunk have a dise t se th t makes

dID.

drunk.

them want to get drunk.
20.
21.

,hiskey t stes better than wine .
los t pe ople think whiskey vall m ke them feel
w rm in the wint er time.

22 .

If I h ~ v e to go to j~il because of drinking , I dll
get myoId job back when I get out of j il.

23.

If I get into trouble wi th the police because of
drinkingj I may be fir ed from my job .

240

I can have

ore fun

ith my friends when I drink.

25. Wine tastes better thlin whiskey .
26.

It is h rd for a person to get his room clean ~d make it
smell nice a in fter he gets sick from drinking.

27. Peo Ie ha ve nore a ccidents hen they a re drunk .
28 .

Some eople will try to
ste al my money.

290

' ine t stes better than be er .

30 .

ost men in the Arm"
their free t ime .

31.

!host people think cold be er will m e them feel cool
in the summer time .

32.

I can h ve mo re fun with my girl when she drinks .

ke

N vy,

e drunk so they

C 81.rl

nd Marines get drunk in

33. Peo Ie who drink h ve just s any nice things a s
p ople who do not drink .

92
34.

It is worse to get drunk in the morning th:n it is
to get drunk at night.

35. Drinking in

my free time will m ke it harder for me
to get a bett er job.

36. Drinking helps e forg et things th t make me worry.
37. Drinking beer will make me f t.
38.

People who don't drink usu ~lly h.;.ve better health
than people who do drink.

39.

ost people

ill

ke

~

lot of noise

~hen

they get drunk .

40. Beer t .stes better than wine .
41.

I feel sick

42.

People who go to church every Sund y usu lly drink
l ess than people who never go to church .

43.

It i s 11 right for me to drink a little beer or
wine if I do not get drunk.

44 .

One c

45.

A

46 • I

of beer is enough to

o. rty
CClJ1

fter I drink.

\11

m~ke

most people drunk .

i th some beer or wine to drink is a good party.

h ..ve mo re fun with my girl when

Vol

e bo th drink.

47. I fe el h py hen I drink.
48. When I am drunk I do things I am afraid to do some
other time .

49. Peo ple do foo lish things Jh en they are drunk .
50.

I c n drink wine

II ni ht l'vithout gettin

51. Drinking makes p in go

52. It is

a1

drunk .

ay so that I feel good .g in.

1 right for boys to get drunk.

53.

I feel sle e y

54.

I c .n have more fun vl ith my e irl when I drink.

55.

People get into more fights ·when they ::1 re drinking
thc'iln vrhen they have no t been drinkin •

56.

ost people

fter I drink .

ct more friendly when they a re drunk.
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